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Abstract
Timothy R. Dewysockie
BODY SNATCHING IN PHILADELPHIA: A SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY,
1762-1883
2020-2021
Joy Wiltenburg, Ph.D.
Master of Arts in History
In 18th-century Philadelphia the first medical school in the thirteen British
colonies was established. However, cadavers for dissection could only be obtained
involuntarily, a posthumous punishment generally reserved for murderers and suicides.
Body snatching, the disinterment of corpses for dissection, immediately became a
problem because legal sources of “subjects” did not meet demand. Body snatching was
resisted in popular representations and the actions of everyday citizens in riots, petitions,
and other forms of protest. However, in the late 19th century the requisition of
“unclaimed” bodies for dissection—that is, dead “paupers”—became enshrined in
Pennsylvania’s 1883 Anatomy Act, a model followed by other states.
This study seeks to explain this momentous legal change in the disposition of
Philadelphia’s dead by tracing the history of body snatching in the city, a history that
parallels the development of burial places and institutions such as the Philadelphia
Almshouse and medical schools. This study explores what body snatching meant to
“resurrectionists”, anatomists, medical students, victims, elites, and everyday
Philadelphians, and the beliefs and practices it contravened. The history of body
snatching is a long history of directing violations of beliefs and practices of care for the
dead toward socially marginalized groups, defined by class and race, which became
codified in 19th-century anatomy acts, a legacy that lives on today.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
On the night of December 4th, 1882, a wagon approached Lebanon Cemetery in
South Philadelphia. The driver waited while two men entered a gap in the fence. Between
the trees they came upon a horrifying sight: six dead bodies. The pair were not surprised.
The “stiffs” were left for them by the cemetery’s sexton. They had a job to do, one they
had done many times before. After loading the corpses, they set off for their destination:
a local medical school, for their macabre cargo to be dissected by medical students.1
Body snatching, “illicitly disinterring or stealing corpses,” was a consequence of
the development of medicine and medical education.2 In the thirteen British colonies, the
first private anatomy school was established in Philadelphia in 1762, and the first medical
school followed in 1765 in the same city. Following the model of European universities
like Edinburgh, anatomical lectures were conducted with cadavers. However, bodies
could only be obtained involuntarily. Dissection was viewed as a form of posthumous
punishment, generally reserved only for murderers and suicides. However, there were not
enough condemned bodies for the needs of medical schools. With high demand and low
supply, anatomists, their students, or paid intermediaries known as “resurrectionists”
engaged in body snatching to obtain anatomical “material”. Victims fell along racial and
class lines: African American cemeteries and “potter’s fields” (public burial grounds),
lacking resources for protection, were targeted most frequently. While risky, the public

1
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This case of body snatching is the subject of chapter five.
"Body-snatching, n.," OED Online, accessed July 2, 2020, https://www-oed-com/view/Entry/276930.
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response to body snatching was even fiercer if class and racial lines were crossed and the
bodies of “respectable” graves were disturbed.
Body snatching’s effects were wide-ranging. The experience of dissection and
body snatching shaped the culture of anatomists. For example, both entailed a shared
commitment to silence. The secrets of the dissection room had to be kept from a public
with starkly different sensibilities, especially the provenance of anatomical “subjects”.
Advocates of cremation, a radical proposition in 1876 when the first American crematory
was built in Pennsylvania, cited body snatching to support their then-radical views. Body
snatching altered the relationship between the living and the dead. In churchyards and
cemeteries, the dead needed protection from the threat of disinterment. Various methods
were employed to thwart the “ghouls”: delaying burial until decomposition (i.e. rendering
bodies useless for dissection), posting watchmen, constructing coffins made of more
robust materials, etc. “Improvement in Coffin-Torpedoes,” patented in 1878 in Ohio
(suggesting the existence of a previous patent), purported to fire a spring-loaded
projectile, similar to a shotgun, on would-be resurrectionists if triggered by an attempt to
remove a corpse from a coffin.3 Its stated purpose was to “successfully prevent the
unauthorized resurrection of dead bodies.”4 Evidently the man who applied for this patent
believed the punishment for body snatching should be death.

3

Philip K. Clover, Improvement in Coffin-Torpedoes, US Patent 208,672, filed June 29, 1878; Gabe
Rosenberg, “Ohio's Ghoulish Gambit Against Grave Robbing: Coffin Torpedoes,” WOSU Public Media,
accessed May 17, 2020, https://radio.wosu.org/post/ohios-ghoulish-gambit-against-grave-robbing-coffintorpedoes#stream/0.
4
Clover, Improvement in Coffin-Torpedoes.
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Figure 1. The coffin torpedo.5
5
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Despite its impact, the literature on body snatching has significant gaps. Until the
1970s, medical historiography dismissed so-called “superstitious” objections to body
snatching; midnight forays into the cemetery were depicted as “cherished tales of derringdo” in a morally unproblematic history of medical progress.6 Geographically focused on
the United Kingdom, the standard text is Ruth Richardson’s path-breaking Death,
Dissection, and the Destitute, which focused on Britain’s 1832 Anatomy Act.7 American
body snatching is the subject of few sustained monographs. Suzanne M. Shultz’s Body
Snatching: The Robbing of Graves for the Education of Physicians in Early Nineteenth
Century America, while excellent, is more a collection of primary sources than a coherent
narrative.8 The definitive American text is Michael Sappol’s A Traffic of Dead Bodies:
Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century America, which centered
on the role of anatomy in the formation of medial identity and, more broadly, “American
class identity and the modern self.”9 Body snatching was crucial to Sappol’s study of
anatomical culture but not its ultimate focus. Nonetheless, this work is replete with
insight and contains a fairly comprehensive history of body snatching in New York.
There are more articles, but not an abundance, that directly address American
body snatching. A New England study analyzed how body snatching was performed,
methods used to prevent disinterment, the location and timing of incidents, how medical

6

Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century
America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 15; Venetia M. Guerrasio, “Dissecting the
Pennsylvania Anatomy Act: Laws, Bodies, and Science, 1880-1960” (dissertation, University of New
Hampshire, 2007), 4.
7
Ruth Richardson, Death, Dissection and the Destitute (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000),
31.
8
Suzanne M. Shultz, Body Snatching: The Robbing of Graves for the Education of Physicians in Early
Nineteenth Century America (North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 1992).
9
Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies, 1-2.
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schools concealed bodies from authorities, etc.10 A similar inquiry focused on body
snatching in the Midwest.11 One study examined body trafficking networks in Virginia
medical schools.12 David C. Humphrey demonstrated how bodies dissected in America
were overwhelmingly African Americans and poor whites.13 Steven Wilf explored the
link between dissection and punishment in New York.14
On the whole—but with notable exceptions—historians have been more focused
on the mechanics than the meaning of body snatching. But body snatching was never just
about snatching bodies: it was fraught with social and cultural meaning. State anatomy
laws passed throughout the 19th century, at the behest of physicians, seemingly ended the
underground trade by legalizing the distribution of so-called “unclaimed” bodies from
public institutions (almshouses, jails, and hospitals) to medical schools for dissection.
However, in reality “unclaimed” meant unable to afford burial, and given the cultural
meaning of dissection, anatomy laws supplied cadavers to medical schools by consigning
the poor to what had until then been a punishment of the soul for the most reviled in
society. Body snatching had been resisted in popular representations and the actions of
everyday citizens in riots, petitions, and other forms of protest since the 18th century.
How did the requisition of dead “paupers”—the same bodies anatomists would directly or
indirectly steal in the absence of law—become legal in the 19th?

10

Frederick C. Waite, “Grave Robbing in New England,” Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 33,
no. 3 (1945).
11
Martin Kaufman and Leslie L. Hanawalt, “Body Snatching in the Midwest,” Michigan History Magazine
55, no. 1 (1971).
12
James O. Breeden, “Body Snatchers and Anatomy Professors: Medical Education in Nineteenth-Century
Virginia,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 83, no. 3 (1975).
13
David C. Humphrey, “Dissection and Discrimination: The Social Origins of Cadavers in America, 17601915,” Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine 49, no. 9 (1973).
14
Steven Robert Wilf, “Anatomy and Punishment in Late Eighteenth-Century New York,” Journal of
Social History 22, no. 3 (1989).
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Philadelphia is an ideal city to explore this question. Philadelphia pioneered
American medicine in the 18th century and was the center of the field in the 19th.15 By the
1840s Philadelphia produced more physicians than any other city in America.16 American
body snatching began in Philadelphia, and if the number of medical schools is
proportionate to the frequency of body snatching incidents, the city was uniquely
afflicted by it. By 1870 the city had 10 medical schools, and many private anatomy
schools, which intensified competition for increasingly scarce bodies.17 Most scholarship
focuses on an 1882 scandal in which Jefferson Medical College was implicated in the
theft of bodies from a Black Philadelphia cemetery, the impetus of the Pennsylvania
Anatomy Act of 1883.18 However, this event, and the legislation it catalyzed, was the
culmination of a history stretching back to the 18th century.
Black Philadelphians had been struggling to protect their dead since—in recorded
history—1782, one hundred years prior to the city’s most infamous case of body
snatching.19 Anatomists and their students had clandestinely acquired and dissected the
bodies of Philadelphia’s “lower sort” more than a century before it became codified in
law. What is missing from the literature is a study tracing the history of body snatching in
Philadelphia—a city so central to the practice—from its beginnings to its apparent end, in
a single narrative. Doing so contextualizes the dramatic 1882 case of body snatching and

15

Simon P. Newman, Embodied History: The Lives of the Poor in Early Philadelphia (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003), 27.
16
Leonard Warren, Joseph Leidy: The Last Man Who Knew Everything (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1998), 26.
17
Shultz, Body Snatching, 14.
18
James R. Wright Jr., “The Pennsylvania Anatomy Act of 1883: Weighing the Roles of Professor William
Smith Forbes and Senator William James McKnight,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied
Sciences 71, no. 4 (2016); Horace Montgomery, “A Body Snatcher Sponsors Pennsylvania's Anatomy
Act,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 21, no. 4 (October 1966).
19
Jubilee Marshall, “Race, Death, And Public Health In Early Philadelphia, 1750–1793,” Pennsylvania
History: A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies 87, no. 2 (2020).
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the legislative change it spawned in the long history of body snatching, revealing new
patterns and resonances. While this study is limited in scope to Philadelphia, the
implications of the city’s history are far wider given its outsized influence in medicine.
Pennsylvania’s anatomy law became a model followed by the rest of the county.20
Since body snatching was necessarily a secretive pursuit, much of what is known
is derived from representations of the practice. The same was true for contemporaries.
Major sources consulted include newspapers, medical journals, and periodicals which
show how body snatching was perceived, the response it elicited, and how it was
understood by critics and apologists. Such sources are not transparent reflections of the
past. For example, late 19th-century Philadelphia newspapers sensationalized body
snatching, playing up macabre details over the practice’s wider social and racial
implications. However, this sensationalism is itself of historical interest. By playing on
the fears and anxieties of readers, historical newspapers offer insight into Philadelphians’
ideas about death, dead bodies, body snatching, and dissection. Newspapers and other
sources can be compared over time to identify continuities and discontinuities.
This study is a social and cultural history of body snatching in Philadelphia from
its beginnings in the 18th century to its seeming end in the late 19th, what the practice
meant to resurrectionists, anatomists, medical students, victims, elites, and everyday
Philadelphians. Contemporaries’ ideas about death, dead bodies, and dissection are
situated within the history of body snatching, the practice that contravened these same
ideas. The history of body snatching parallels the history of burial places and institutions
such as the Philadelphia Almshouse and medical schools. This study seeks to explain the

20

Guerrasio, “Dissecting the Pennsylvania Anatomy Act,” 2.
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momentous legal changes in the disposition of Philadelphia’s dead in the 19th century by
tracing their roots in extra-legal body snatching that began in the 18th. What emerges is a
narrative of more than two centuries in American history when medical and criminal, or
at least transgressive, activity intersected on the fault lines of race and class.
Chapter two explores the social and cultural significance of death, dead bodies,
and burial places in 18th-century Philadelphia, and their manifestation in practices of care
for the dead. Dead bodies are social beings that live on both physically (in the location of
mortal remains) and imaginatively. Denying care for the dead carries its own meaning,
from punishment to social death, which body snatching and dissection exemplified.
Chapter three follows the interlinked history of Washington Square, a potter’s
field, and the medical community in 18th-century Philadelphia. The rise of body
snatching was accompanied by the professionalization of medicine in Philadelphia.
William Shippen Jr.—the first Professor of Anatomy in the colonies’ first medical
school—established not only anatomical education in the colonies, but the profession’s
time-honored solution to its most pressing challenge: a steady supply of cadavers. During
Shippen’s tenure anatomical education would be marked by the occasional juridical
dissection of murderers and suicides, but more frequently the extra-legal dissection of
social and racial outcasts. Shippen’s social standing, a shared concept of honor, and an
implicit agreement to not violate the graves of “respectable” Philadelphians facilitated the
pioneering anatomist’s efforts to appropriate marginalized bodies. However, this was met
with resistance from exploited groups, such as Black Philadelphians, who went to great
lengths to preserve the dignity and integrity of their dead.

8

Chapter four traces the history of the Philadelphia Almshouse, which became the
primary source of bodies for the city’s anatomists in the 19th century. As the Philadelphia
medical community became entangled with the almshouse through patient care and
medical education in its hospital, like its “inmates”, body snatching and dissection of the
indigent became institutionalized. Secret and public agreements for “unclaimed” bodies
facilitated this, justified by classist ideas and anatomists’ delegitimization of beliefs and
practices of care for the dead, which most also held and followed, for social and racial
others. After the almshouse administration attempted to curb abuses, long-standing
practice became enshrined in Philadelphia’s first 1867 anatomy law. The political clout
of the growing medical profession and its claims of medical benefits to the larger
community convinced reluctant legislators to legalize the dissection of “unclaimed” dead.
However, the lack of an enforcement mechanism to ensure the distribution of bodies from
public institutions to medical schools, and a restriction that helped its passage (limiting
the effect of the law to just Philadelphia and Allegheny County) limited the number of
bodies that could be dissected, and body snatching persisted to fill the gap.
Chapter five analyzes Philadelphia’s most infamous case of body snatching, in
which bodies were stolen from Lebanon Cemetery, a Black cemetery, for dissection in
Jefferson Medical College. This event galvanized the public, such as Black
Philadelphians, who protested this affront in indignation meetings. While the
Demonstrator of Anatomy of Jefferson was indicted (later acquitted), the wider social and
racial implications of body snatching were lost amidst sensationalized newspaper
coverage. Also overshadowed was a revised anatomy law that mandated the distribution

9

of “unclaimed” bodies from public institutions to medical schools, which expanded and
entrenched the requisition of poor Philadelphians, and Pennsylvanians, for dissection.
In 18th and 19th-century America, body snatching and dissection violated widely
held beliefs and practices of care for the dead. In 18th-century Philadelphia, Shippen
leveraged his social power to take marginal bodies from Washington Square, a potter’s
field, for dissection, but faced resistance from victimized groups. In the 19th century, this
same dynamic shifted to the Philadelphia Almshouse, where it became regularized,
normalized, and institutionalized. When this source of bodies was threatened, anatomists
convinced the Pennsylvania legislature to legalize the dissection of “unclaimed” bodies in
the Anatomy Act of 1867. However, it was not until an explosive 1882 scandal that the
Pennsylvania legislature passed an “improved” anatomy law that guaranteed a supply of
socially undesirable bodies. Anatomists argued that the law would finally end the horrors
of body snatching, which, ironically, anatomists engaged in, directly or indirectly.
However, the law did not end the practice but transformed it: anatomists could legally
dissect the same bodies they would otherwise take by force. The history of body
snatching is a long history of directing violations of beliefs and practices of care for the
dead toward socially marginalized groups, defined by class and race.
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Chapter 2
Care for the Dead in 18th-Century Philadelphia
Humans have always cared for the dead, or at least, as far back as historical and
archaeological records go.21 Thomas W. Laqueur argued in his prodigious cultural history
of mortal remains that care for the dead has been foundational “of religion, of the polity,
of the clan, of the tribe, of the capacity to mourn, of an understanding of the finitude of
life, of civilization itself.”22 Emerging from the permeable boundary between nature and
culture, “death and the dead may not have a history in the usual sense but only more and
more iterations, endless and infinitely varied, that we shape into an engagement with the
past and the present.”23 In other words, the layered meaning of care for the dead has been
built over immense lengths of time.24
The object of care, the body, has a certain power. There is an “almost irresistible,
primal idolatry” of mortal remains, a perception of sacredness, with or without
theological justification.25 Pre-Protestant Reformation Church doctrine singled out
“special” dead, such as the bones of saints (relics), as objects of veneration and power.26
This practice of course did not end after the Reformation for Catholics, but even for
Protestants ordinary dead bodies retained a sacred quality despite their supposed rejection
of idolatrous practices.27 All dead are special, a specialness that transcends religion.

21

Thomas W. Laqueur, The Work of the Dead: A Cultural History of Mortal Remains (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2015), 10.
22
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 9.
23
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 11-12.
24
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 33.
25
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 44.
26
Erik R. Seeman, Death in the New World: Cross-Cultural Encounters, 1492-1800 (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 30.
27
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 48.
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While in biological terms life and death are mutually exclusive, belief in a connection
between the dead and their former being persists.28 After death but before burial, the body
was sometimes seen as being in an intermediate state between life and death, in which the
“human corpse possessed both sentience and some sort of spiritual power.”29
Care for the dead takes many forms—religious and secular—in particular times,
places, and cultures. Laderman identified three components of this care, each with its
own set of rituals: “preparation of the body in the home, transportation to the grave, and
burial in the graveyard.”30 All lead to the final disposition of the body. The location of
burial has never been fixed but it is slow to change. In the earliest recorded history, dead
bodies were buried apart from cities and gods in the Mediterranean.31 Over time burial
shifted to cities and within and without places of worship in ancient Rome.32 The dead
became part of the human community.33 By the 18th century, individualized burial in a
churchyard on consecrated ground became the standard mode of interment in England,
and the same was true of the thirteen British colonies.34 The mode of burial within the
churchyard was also charged with meaning. Bodies were oriented eastward, towards
Jerusalem, awaiting resurrection.35 Burial in the south side of a churchyard, if not the
Church itself (which signified the highest status), was most desirable, possibly because

28

Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 56.
Richardson, Death, Dissection and the Destitute, 15.
30
Gary Laderman, The Sacred Remains: American Attitudes Toward Death, 1799-1883 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996), 27-28.
31
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 94.
32
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 95.
33
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 96.
34
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 117.
35
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 125.
29
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congregants generally entered from that direction, making individuals buried there the
most visible, and ideally, the recipients of prayers.36
The relationship between the living and dead did not end with death. Protestants
denied the existence of purgatory, the purification of souls before reaching heaven, and
the idea that the living could aid souls in this process with prayer and other actions.37
Despite this, Protestants continued to imaginatively interact with the dead in early
America, for example, “in elegies and epitaphs, newspapers and witchcraft narratives,
sermons and ghost stories and plays.”38 In the 18th century ghost belief became the
subject of scientific skepticism, but within this discourse—such as in 18th-century
British-American colonial monographs and periodicals—was an unspoken
acknowledgment of their popularity, and an interest in continuing relationships with the
dead.39 In fact, educated, “enlightened” elites in England and the colonies believed that
“supernatural interventions were possible but very rare,” i.e. ghost sightings.40 Wherever
burial occurred such places were thought to be “spiritually charged,” literally and
figuratively.41 The dead lived on in the social fabric of society and the popular
imagination.
In 18th-century Philadelphia, death was a familial affair. It took place in the home
among family, friends, or neighbors.42 The same was true of medical care for the sick and
injured. Only wealthy Philadelphians could afford the services of physicians.43 For

36

Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 131.
Erik R. Seeman, Speaking with the Dead in Early America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2019), 2-3.
38
Seeman, Speaking with the Dead, 5.
39
Laqueur, The Work of the Dead, 76; Seeman, Speaking with the Dead, 113.
40
Seeman, Speaking with the Dead, 108.
41
Seeman, Speaking with the Dead, 195.
42
Laderman, The Sacred Remains, 28.
43
Newman, Embodied History, 61.
37
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Protestants and Catholics generally, after death women “layed-out” the dead, which
included “washing the corpse, plugging its orifices, closing the eyes and mouth,
straightening the limbs, and dressing it in winding sheet or shroud.”44 Such actions of
course made the body presentable, but were also thought to impact the soul’s fate.45
Female relatives of the deceased generally prepared bodies for burial, possibly because it
was viewed as a domestic affair.46 Burial in churchyards was the norm, and never far
from the living, as most could not afford carriages and would walk to funerals.47
While there were variations to this pattern, there were more similarities than
dissimilarities among different denominations of Christianity and religions. All faiths
accepted an “imperative to dispose of corpses in a meaningful way.”48 However, there
were some notable differences among groups in Philadelphia that diverged from
Protestant and Catholic norms. Philadelphia was unique in its large Quaker population.
King Charles II of England granted William Penn a charter in 1681 to establish
Pennsylvania.49 This solved two problems for the King: his large debt to Penn’s father
was forgiven and the new colony functioned as a place for Quakers to freely practice
their religion, which rejected the Anglican Church.50 Pennsylvania’s 1701 constitution,
the Charter of Privileges, guaranteed religious freedom.51 As a Quaker, William Penn
was no stranger to religious persecution, and the city he founded became known for its
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Richardson, Death, Dissection and the Destitute, 17-18.
Richardson, Death, Dissection and the Destitute, 19.
46
Laderman, The Sacred Remains, 30.
47
Aaron Vickers Wunsch, “Parceling the Picturesque: “Rural” Cemeteries and Urban Context in
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Seeman, Death in the New World, 2.
49
Stephanie Grauman Wolf, “Pennsylvania (Founding),” The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia,
accessed August 26, 2020, https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/pennsylvania-founding/.
50
Roger D. Simon, Philadelphia: A Brief History (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2017), 1.
51
Linda A. Ries, “Pennsylvania Charter of Privileges,” The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, accessed
August 26, 2020, https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/pennsylvania-charter-of-privileges/.
45
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religious toleration.52 Quakers explicitly rejected the custom to bury their dead facing
east, demonstrating their belief that the manner of burial did not determine the soul’s
fate.53 Anonymous Quaker graveyards in Philadelphia mirrored beliefs concerning
“plainness of manners and material life.”54 Sometimes their simple coffins were stacked
on one another, which in other contexts would be seen as a sign of disrespect.55
For Jewish Philadelphians, the body was an object of reverence, yet also
unclean.56 Despite the body’s impurity, care was imperative for its eventual
resurrection.57 However, rather than family performing the ritual preparation of the
body—due to its uncleanliness—it was performed by local specialists, charitable
groups.58 Burial was expected to occur rapidly.59 For excommunicated Jews or suicides,
they were not mourned and a sizable stone was placed on the coffin in disgrace.60 Mikveh
Israel, the first Jewish cemetery in Philadelphia, was established in 1740; Jews had been
present in the Philadelphia area prior even to the city’s founding.61
There is a dearth of recorded history of African burial practices.62 In the 17th
century, Africans in the Gold Coast (West Africa) similarly “washed the body, prepared
it for earth burial by wrapping it in cloth, and included grave goods in and atop the grave,
and many performed supernatural inquests and subfloor burials.”63 Around the 1700s in
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the Newton Plantation in Barbados, a British colony—the site of modern archaeological
research that “remains unsurpassed for plantation sites”—enslaved Africans marked the
grave of a suspected witch with a “low circular mound” to indicate disfavor.64 African
funerals for honorable individuals in Barbados were known to be boisterous affairs,
joyful rather than sad.65 Food and drink were left on graves, immediately after burial and
in perpetuity.66 The burial practices of Africans were also exploited by their enslavers,
using the sacredness of the dead body against them as a means of control. In one case, the
heads of African suicides were placed on pikes to demonstrate that their souls would not
return back to Africa as they believed.67
Washington Square, Black Philadelphians’ primary burial place in the 18th
century, was also a place of cultural activity.68 According to a 19th-century history of
Philadelphia, “It was the custom for the slave blacks, at the time of fairs and other great
holidays, to go there to the number of one thousand, of both sexes, and hold their dances,
dancing after the manner of their several nations in Africa, and speaking and singing in
their native dialects, thus cheerily amusing themselves over the sleeping dust below!” and
they would go, “to the graves of their friends early in the morning, and there leaving them
victuals and rum!”69 However, that such activity occurred in Washington Square may
also have been the result of exclusion from other public spaces. In the 18th century,
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enslaved—and later, free African Americans—“adopted aspects of European burial
practices...facilitated by West African traditions of earth interments.”70
Care for the dead, in Philadelphia and throughout history, has a darker
counterpoint: its opposite. Not caring for the dead represents posthumous punishment, or
even social death, the refusal to acknowledge one’s humanity. Benjamin Franklin once
said, “Show me your cemeteries and I will tell you what kind of people you have.”71
Franklin may have had Philadelphia in mind. One burial place with a history stretching
back to the founding of Philadelphia illustrated what lack of care for the dead looks like
and means in practice. In 1683 the first surveyor-general of Pennsylvania, Thomas
Holmes, laid out a plan for what would become the city of Philadelphia.72 Its grid
structure divided the area into four quadrants with five public squares: one in the center,
and one in each section (figure 2). The square in the southeast was suitably known as
Southeast Square until it was renamed Washington Square in 1825.73
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Figure 2. Thomas Holmes’ plan for Philadelphia.74

Washington Square took on a function Holmes did not envision: in 1706 it
became a “potter’s field,” a burial ground the Common Council stated was “for all
strangers or others who might not so convenient [sic] be laid in any of the particular
enclosures appropriated by certain religious societies to that purpose,” that is, a public
cemetery for individuals unable to afford burial or without any other option.75 The
“potter’s” in potter’s field “historically referred to ground unfit for any other purpose
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than the digging of clay by local potters.”76 Philadelphia’s marginalized communities
were, in life and death, relegated to the city’s periphery, where land was cheap or
disagreeable, their spatial exclusion mirroring their social exclusion.77 This included the
destitute from the Philadelphia Almshouse, inmates from Walnut Street Jail, and patients
from Pennsylvania Hospital. All three institutions were located near and buried their dead
in Washington Square.78 Excluded from burial in white churchyards—even if they were
members of their associated churches—African Americans buried their dead in the
square.79 The square was also racially segregated, as Blacks were “forbidden from being
interred with white bodies.”80 Simon P. Newman provided an evocative description of the
square at this time in his history of Philadelphia’s poor: “It was a horrible, dreaded place,
surrounded by a thick privet hedge. Dark and dank, it resembled a pit, descending from
the western side well below street level, with a deep gully and stream coursing through
the eastern part: and a pit it was, a depository for the bodies of criminals and paupers who
were not entitled to or could not afford proper Christian burials.”81
Individuals were buried there with a “minimum of ceremony.”82 Anonymous
interment in Washington Square contrasted strongly with burial in a churchyard, lacking
the “deathbed scene with family and friends, the spectacle of the procession, and the
personalized grave.”83 It was a fate Philadelphia’s so-called “lower sort” actively sought
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to avoid.84 However, this was not always possible given the high cost of churchyard
burial, despite the fact that “Many Philadelphians belonged to no church but wished to be
buried in a churchyard.”85 Burial within one’s community served to maintain connections
between the living and the dead, and indicated who was welcome in that community.86
Burial vaults further distinguished the well-to-do.87
Burial in a potter’s field only gradually became a symbol of stigmatization in the
18th century, the consequence of a shift in the demands of the dead. As graves became
more individualized and personalized in the century, the anonymity of the potter’s field
became unbearable.88 In the 17th century being buried with a headstone was uncommon,
except for the wealthiest.89 One author traced this change in New England headstones to
a shift in Protestant ideas “from the sixteenth and seventeenth-century focus on the
beatific vision to the eighteenth-and nineteenth-century interest in heavenly reunions.”90
As Laqueur put it, “What one generation might have regarded as decent became in the
next shabby and in the one after that dishonorable...As the proper funeral became more
elaborate and more freighted with meaning, its opposite, the pauper funeral, became more
dreadful.”91 In other words, the meaning of burial in the potter’s field was fundamentally
social and cultural, defined in relation to prevailing norms. For example, not being buried
facing the east was a symbol of one’s banishment from the “normative dead.”92
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Washington Square became “an object of disdain, even dread, for most
Philadelphians by the dawn of the republic.”93 An even greater mark of dishonor than
burial in the potter’s field was body snatching and dissection. Body snatching represented
the denial of what was then universally regarded as necessary by Philadelphians:
interment. Body snatching was “seen as the inverse of a Christian burial that deposited
the body whole into the ground and placed it safely out of view.”94 As for dissection,
since all believed in respect for the dead body, “corpse desecration marked the highest
form of humiliation,” even for medical purposes.95 In other words, body snatching and
dissection violated fundamental beliefs and practices of care for the dead.
One of the lesser known aspects of Washington Square’s history was the
surprisingly central role it played in anatomical education during its period as a potter’s
field from 1706 to 1794. Washington Square was the primary source of anatomical
“material” dissected in this period in Philadelphia. Philadelphians actively resisted the
contravention of powerful mores by medical men, whose “ability to regard the human
corpse as an object of close physical study represents a cultural detachment of no small
dimension.”96 The disgrace of burial in the potter’s field, and the further indignity of
body snatching and dissection, was contested by African Americans who sought to
protect, gain control of, and legitimate the longstanding burial place of their community.
Tracing the medical community’s parasitic relationship with Washington Square shows
how body snatching emerged and persisted alongside the rise of anatomical education,
and the medical profession, in 18th-century Philadelphia.
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Chapter 3

“Now and Then One from the Potter’s Field”: Washington Square
The recorded history of anatomical study in Philadelphia began with Dr.
Cadwallader Colden, born in Scotland and educated at Edinburgh University, who
traveled to the city in 1710 to practice medicine.97 Around 1717 Colden circulated a
radical proposal for the Pennsylvania Provincial Assembly.98 Colden suggested the
allocation of funds for three purposes: for Colden’s treatment of the poor, “public
physical lecture[s]”, and postmortem examinations of all dead Philadelphians.99 James
Logan—a cousin of Colden’s wife—expressed support for the proposal in a letter but
noted that one provision more than any other would not be well-received by the
Assembly: the lectures, i.e. dissections.100 Colden was ahead of his time in many ways.
Philadelphia would become a leader in providing medical care to the poor with the
Philadelphia Almshouse (1731) and Pennsylvania Hospital (1751). However, Colden’s
proposal for dissections—let alone public dissections—and the idea that all
Philadelphians would agree to have the bodies of their deceased loved ones examined,
was profoundly naive. The proposal failed as Logan expected. Colden moved to New
York the following year.101
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Thomas Cadwalader, born in Philadelphia and educated in England and France,
between 1730 and 1731 "made dissections and demonstrations, for the instruction of the
elder Doctor Shippen, and some others, who had not been abroad…[in] the back part of
the lot on which the Bank of Pennsylvania now stands,” as recounted by Caspar Wistar, a
contemporary physician.102 The comment “who had not been abroad” referenced a shared
experience among 18th-century Philadelphia medical students: those with wealth pursued
their medical education in European universities, prestigious by virtue of their use of
bodies for dissection.103 112 Americans graduated from the University of Edinburgh
between 1765 and 1779.104 Those who could not apprenticed locally.105 Such an
education also helped distinguish returning physicians from “midwives, folk healers, the
clergy” and others, contributing to the professionalization of medicine.106
The building referred to, on 2nd Street above Walnut, was owned by James Logan,
who at the time was serving as Chief Justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.107
Outside his political life Logan was very engaged in Philadelphia’s burgeoning scientific
community.108 Logan’s willingness to facilitate dissections spoke volumes: “so strong in
those days was the feeling against dissections, to which few would have been found
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willing to appropriate their property,” as a late 19th-century history of Philadelphia
medicine put it.109 Logan’s support was also indicative of toleration for dissections
among Philadelphia elites.

Figure 3. 1776 map of Philadelphia.110
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In 1750 William Shippen Sr., who participated in Cadwalader’s lectures, built his
mansion on Fourth and Prune (now Locust), two blocks from Washington Square.111 In
1758 Shippen Sr. wrote that “for want of that variety of operations and those frequent
dissections which are common in older countries, I must send him to Europe,” referring
to his son—William Shippen Jr.—suggesting that dissections were still infrequent in
Philadelphia at that time.112 Shippen Jr. studied under the brothers William and John
Hunter in London, both famed surgeons, and pursued a medical degree at Edinburgh
University. In addition to learning how to dissect human bodies, Shippen Jr. likely
became familiar with another art: body snatching. John Hunter engaged in such activity
himself, and eventually cultivated resurrectionists to do such work for him.113 A
biographer of John Hunter noted that he was a more prolific body snatcher than any other
anatomist of the century.114 In the span of just twelve winters, Hunter stated that he
attended over two thousand dissections of human bodies.115 Victims were
overwhelmingly among the city’s “paupers”.116 Interestingly, in 1758, the year Shippen
arrived in London, Hunter wrote in a case book that “In this Autumn we got a stout Man
for the Muscles from St George’s ground.”117
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In 1762 Shippen Jr. returned to Philadelphia. He was known to be “bright,
overbearing, and far too sure of himself.”118 Wielding the authority of his new
credentials—which conferred the status of “gentleman”—Shippen publicly announced
the first anatomical lectures “approaching an academic level” in the colonies in the
Pennsylvania Gazette.119 Shippen stated that the lectures were for the benefit of students
who owing to their “circumstances and connections” could not study in Europe (all
further references to “Shippen” will be to William Shippen Jr.).120 The fact that Shippen
publicly announced his lectures reflected a certain confidence, or naiveté, that there
would be no significant popular or official pushback. However, Shippen also announced
an introductory lecture to be held at the Pennsylvania State House (now Independence
Hall, the birthplace of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution) to explain
the “necessity and public utility” of his lectures, which signaled that he knew he had to
make a case for dissecting cadavers in Philadelphia. While there are no surviving
transcriptions of this introductory lecture, according to the notes of someone in the
audience, Shippen defended dissection by invoking religion: “an Examination into Nature
was a Species of Theology and would give more noble Ideas of the great Creator.”121
Subsequent lectures were held in the Shippen family home near Washington Square,
making it the first private anatomy school in the colonies.122 One modern source
mentioned that an outbuilding was built for the purpose of dissection on the property.123
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Shippen’s course of lectures cost five pistoles, over $5,000 today.124 Thus, attendees had
to pay a considerable sum, which included a young Benjamin Rush, later a signatory of
the Declaration of Independence.125

Figure 4. Portrait of William Shippen Jr.126

1765, 3 years later, was a busy year for Shippen. In a September 17th letter
Shippen accepted a position as the first Professor of Anatomy and Surgery for the first
medical school in the colonies: the Medical Department of the College of Philadelphia
(now the University of Pennsylvania), established that same year.127 Only nine days
later—in the same statement announcing the first lectures of the new medical college—
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Shippen defended himself in the Pennsylvania Gazette against an allegation that he took
a body from the “Church Burying Ground,” which “stressed the minds of some of his
worthy fellow citizens.”128 Shippen claimed that the only corpses he dissected were those
who “willfully murdered themselves [suicides], or were publickly [sic] executed, except
now and then one from the Potter's Field [Washington Square], whose death was owing
to some particular disease.”129 According to Timothy J. Hayburn’s history of capital
punishment in Pennsylvania, this statement suggested that Shippen, and those he was
defending himself to, accepted British legal precedent that established dissection as
posthumous punishment for capital crimes.130 The association between punishment and
dissection was later explicitly established in American law.131 A 1784 Massachusetts law
legalized dissection as a posthumous punishment for dueling.132 A 1789 New York law
legalized dissection as a postmortem punishment for capital crimes, and New Jersey did
the same in 1796.133 Nationally, starting in 1797 judges could include dissection as
punishment for murder.134 Sappol maintained that “Judicial dissection...was perhaps more
feared than capital punishment itself.”135 However, Hayburn argued that since most
condemned bodies Shippen dissected came from out of state, it was uncommon for this
authority to be exercised in Pennsylvania.136
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Twice in 1770, two executed criminals from Gloucester, New Jersey were sent to
Shippen by “order of the Chief Justice.”137 Another, according to Hayburn, was killed in
a prison riot in 1787.138 More commonly sent to Shippen were the bodies of enslaved
Africans that committed suicide. Suicide at that time was legally viewed as murder, that
is, murder of the self.139 In December 1762 the Pennsylvania Gazette noted that the body
of a “negroe man”, enslaved, who committed suicide was given to Shippen’s “anatomical
theatre.”140 This may have been the first body Shippen and his students dissected: classes
were to start in December and the body was sent at least by December 1st. In 1764,
another enslaved African that committed suicide was sent “by Authority” to Shippen, and
yet another was sent by discretion of a coroner’s jury in 1768.141
The few bodies of executed criminals and suicides sent to Shippen did not meet
the demand of the anatomist and his students. In addition to condemned bodies, Shippen
expressed in his defense a qualified license (“whose death was owing to some particular
disease”) to dissect the marginalized bodies of Washington Square.142 However,
Shippen’s later actions suggest that he believed this license was unconditional. That he
publicly stated this implied that he did not think such an admission would be
controversial, at least among Philadelphians that were not excluded from, or could afford
to bury their dead in churchyards. However, Shippen’s reference to the potter’s field was
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ill-advised because he underestimated the level of opposition to taking bodies that were
not condemned, even if they were not respectable, by groups that were victimized.
According to William E. Horner—head of the University of Pennsylvania’s
anatomy department in 1831—Shippen’s home was “frequently stoned, and the windows
broken.”143 It is unclear when in 1765 this occurred, before or after he admitted to taking
bodies from the potter’s field, but Shippen’s carriage (or more accurately, his father’s)
was stoned and shot at, and he temporarily fled his home.144 This event is the first known
“anatomy riot” in the colonies, and is often referred to as the “sailor’s mob.”145
According to Sappol, “nearly every institution of medical learning” experienced anatomy
riots from the late 18th century to the mid-19th.146 The reference to sailors makes more
sense in the context of Philadelphia’s economy at the time: “The port stood at the core,
directly or indirectly employing most of the people.”147 In fact, sailors were the most
common profession for the poor in Philadelphia at the time, and had a high mortality
rate.148 Washington Square was the “receptacle of sailors” as a 20th-century historian put
it, and perhaps Shippen’s admission sparked the community’s suspicion and outrage.149
Sailors and the potter’s field also figured into a ghost story that circulated in 1785 in
Philadelphia. The bones of a dead man were found by sailors on a ship at port in the
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city.150 Interred in Washington Square, “The ghost to whom it [the body] belonged,
taking this neglect in high dudgeon,” haunted the ship’s sailors, and “identified” his
killer.151 The accused, a fellow sailor, felt it necessary to publicly deny the charges in The
Pennsylvania Packet, which included “three affidavits sworn before a magistrate and a
certificate from a physician.”152 As Erik R. Seeman pointed out in his fascinating work
Speaking with the Dead in Early America, “public opinion inclined to accept the ghost’s
account.”153 The sailor’s mob was also referred to in a 1789 satirical poem by Francis
Hopkinson, an “eminent figure” and signer of the Declaration of Independence:
“Methinks I hear them cry, in varied tones,
“Give us our father’s—brother’s—sister’s bones.”
Methinks I see a mob of sailors rise—
Revenge!—revenge! they cry—and damn their eyes—
Revenge for comrade Jack, whose flesh, they say,
You minc’d to morsels and then threw away.”154
In 1770, five years later, Shippen responded to similar allegations.155 He noted
that “Many of the inhabitants of this city, I hear, have been much terrified,” and “fellow
citizens, been much alarmed.”156 “Two families were very lately much terrified...that
their deceased Friends would not rest in their Graves,” indicating a belief that rifling the
grave, or subsequent dissection, imperiled the soul.157 Shippen denied that he or his
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students had taken the body of a “young Lady from Christ Church Burying ground.”158
However, Shippen was not given the benefit of the doubt and her grave was opened to
confirm.159 In addition, Shippen denied dissecting a “housekeeper” yet felt it necessary to
get a signed document from the physician who attended her “in her last illness” to prove
it.160 Shippen also presented an affidavit—made before the mayor of Philadelphia no
less—from one of his students who attested that no bodies dissected were from “any
Burying ground belonging to any religious Society in this City.”161
Shippen’s broad defense was that he did not disturb the graves of respectable
citizens. Implicitly, he believed, and believed his peers agreed, that body snatching and
dissection was socially acceptable not only for condemned bodies, but marginal bodies.
That the only known opposition he received was from victimized groups suggests that
Shippen’s assessment was correct. Also crucial was Shippen’s standing in the
community. William Shippen Sr. was said to have "The biggest house, the biggest
person, and the biggest coach” and was a delegate to the Continental Congress, a
reputation Shippen Jr. inherited and built upon with his own achievements.162 According
to a mid-20th century history of the almshouse, Shippen Jr. was “one of the most
influential men in Philadelphia.”163 Shippen’s language also reflected a deep concern for
honor, of which one recent historian of medical feuds in early America said, “Honor was
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like economic interest, as it was accumulated, defended, desired, had value, and could be
used as capital.”164 Ultimately, Shippen avoided the scrutiny of Philadelphia elites
because of an implicit agreement to not cross class or racial lines. However, Shippen did
not always avoid their suspicion: a 1788 Philadelphia newspaper noted that “the Theatre
for dissecting dead bodies has become such a terror to citizens...friends of the deceased
persons are now watching the Friends burial-ground...Tuesday night the watchman, in his
round, was asked by an unknown person, if the burial-ground was watched.”165 Such
suspicions were perhaps warranted: a body was taken from St. Peter’s in 1779.166
According to Hayburn, in 1784 St. Peter’s “began to raise funds for the construction of a
new brick wall…[to] deter any potential raiders.”167 However, Shippen would doubtless
have received more widespread opposition if he indiscriminately took bodies.
Shippen’s stated intention to “trace these black Stories to their blacker original”
possibly implied that he thought African Americans were circulating rumors.168 Two
letters from Shippen to his son in December 1787 show that Black Philadelphians were
aware of and resisted Shippen’s removal of bodies from Washington Square. These
letters are such rich and revealing sources that they are worth quoting at length:
“We have and are still at a great loss for want of a Subject for dissection and
demonstration, few die and the negroes have determined to watch all who are
buried in the Potters [sic] field–the young men have been twice driven off by
arms, once fired on and two wounded, with small shot, on Saturday night with the
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assistance of six invalids with muskets they beat off the negroes and obtained a
corps [sic]. I lodged it in the [Anatomy] Theatre. The resolute impertinent blacks
broke open ye house, stole ye subject and reburied it – This transaction was made
known to ye friends of the dead who joined ye negroes in great numbers on
Sunday night and swore death and destruction to ye Faculty [of the College of
Philadelphia].”169
Shippen, who during the American Revolution was at one point Director General
of the Continental Army Hospitals, somehow enlisted “invalids” (“A soldier or sailor
disabled by illness or injury for active service; formerly often employed on garrison duty,
or as a reserve force”), to obtain Black bodies by force from Washington Square.170
However, after doing so, the so-called “impertinent” Blacks then broke into Shippen’s
home to reclaim the bodies for re-interment. “Friends of the dead” (other Philadelphians)
joined them in “great numbers” in the condemnation of Shippen, a faculty member of the
College of Philadelphia.
“...after 10 days peace I procured a subject from the Bettering house [almshouse]
as secretly and properly as it was possible but no sooner had Beatly and Clark put
it in at the back window of the Theatre … they were met by 15 or 20 blacks
armed (who patrol every night around the Potters [sic] field and down our street, I
saw them)…the blacks broke 2 locks, entered ye Theatre, brought out the body,
paraded it before the door, crossed the alley and buried it in the Potter [sic] field. I
say they determined I shall not have a subject this winter. We have no police in
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this city to correct this lawless proceeding, and 9/10th of the citizens join or
countenance these black devils – ’tis difficult to find out in ye night who they are,
and if I would prosecute them to punishment [sic] my house and life might answer
for it.”171
The inability of Shippen to respond to multiple break-ins to take back the bodies
he acquired demonstrated the precariousness of his situation. According to his own
estimation the majority of Philadelphians supported African Americans’ desire to let their
dead rest in peace, but not enough to prevent Shippen from trying. And yet Shippen
seemed to have thought the law was on his side, and it was the lack of police and the
threat of mob violence that deterred him. He thought that theirs was a “lawless
proceeding” and that he could “prosecute them to punishment” (i.e. use legal means to
get them punished). However, Shippen was very much operating in a gray area of law
and popular opinion.
Black Philadelphians forcefully protected their dead, patrolling Washington
Square, public institutions they died in, and even Shippen’s home, then the destination of
procured bodies. The timing of these activities (the 1780s) in relation to the history of
slavery in Pennsylvania is relevant to understanding the context Shippen and his resistors
were operating in. In fact, the history of body snatching that specifically targeted African
Americans had significant parallels to the history and legacy of slavery, that is, the
trafficking of Black bodies before and after death. While Shippen appeared to be directly
disinterring bodies, it would become more common in the following century for
anatomists to pay intermediaries to perform such work. In life and death, Black bodies
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would be commodified and sold to medical schools in underground trafficking networks
to the highest bidder.172
The history of slavery in Philadelphia began even before the city’s founding: as
early as 1639, the Dutch, Swedes, and English brought African slaves to what would
become Philadelphia.173 Quakers dominated political life in early Philadelphia, and were
its primary slaveholders.174 The ship Isabella brought 154 slaves to Philadelphia in
1684.175 William Penn enslaved at least twelve Africans, and slavery played a significant
role in the development of Philadelphia.176 Slavery was at its height in Philadelphia in the
aughts of the 1700s when “12 to 17 percent of city residents were slaves.”177 By the
1810s, slavery in Philadelphia was nearly nonexistent.178 Abolitionism gained momentum
as part of a broader push for reform among Friends mid-century.179 Slavery declined in
Philadelphia, and Pennsylvania more generally, for a number of reasons, such as high
duties on imported enslaved Africans that effectively ended the slave trade in the city
(gradually leading to a smaller slave population, as deaths exceeded births), and runaway
enslaved Africans taking freedom for themselves.180 Few Quakers manumitted slaves
before 1780.181 William Shippen Sr. owned two slaves in 1774.
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Legislative change came after slavery had already declined and when “few slave
owners still held positions of influence” in the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (of
Friends).182 This came in the form of the 1780 Gradual Abolition Act, the first ever
adopted by a democracy. However, the law had significant flaws: “The law freed not a
single slave; it held in lifelong bondage all children born before the law became effective;
and it consigned to 28 years of servitude every child born of a slave after March 1,
1780.”183 Full abolition came only in 1847.184 This “grace period” protected slaveholders
from economic losses.185 Freedom was not much different from slavery in Philadelphia: a
“system of black servitude and...limited employment opportunity...succeeded slavery,” a
“semi-freedom.”186 African Americans occupied the “bottom rung of society, with no
land and little personal property or security.”187 Economically, the system succeeding
slavery was more advantageous than slavery to whites, providing labor at lower cost.188
It was in this context, not long after the 1780 Gradual Abolition Act, that Shippen
took bodies from Washington Square, and was met with resistance from the burgeoning
free Black Philadelphia community. Black Philadelphians used force but also democratic
processes to protect Washington Square, which one recent study called the “first civil and
political assertions of independence and self-determination by the members of this
community.”189 In 1782 free Blacks petitioned for the erection of a fence in Washington
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Square, presumably to ward off body snatchers.190 In 1790 the Free African Society
petitioned to rent Washington Square (a petition supported by Benjamin Rush), in 1791
the African Church (successor to the Free African Society) petitioned to erect a Church in
Washington Square, and the contents of a 1793 petition from the African Society are lost
to history.191 This was not a situation unique to Philadelphia. In late 18th-century New
York, African Americans petitioned the city council to stop medical students from
Columbia disinterring their dead from the “negro burial ground”.192
In the face of systematic exclusion from white burial places and failed attempts to
gain control of their long-standing burial place, African Americans built their own
infrastructure. The Free African Society was formed on April 12, 1787.193 It was the first
nondenominational benefit society, or mutual aid society, for Black Philadelphians.194
One of its goals was payment for burial in the event of a member’s death, avoiding the
fate of the potter’s field.195 By 1838 there were over one hundred such societies in
Philadelphia.196 In 1792 the first Black church in the city was established, St. Thomas
African Methodist Episcopal Church, with an associated burial site. However, in the
following century Black cemeteries, unlike their white counterparts, would continue to be
targeted by body snatchers.
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The extreme lengths Shippen went to procure bodies from Washington Square
cannot be explained simply by a passion for the advancement of anatomical knowledge.
One reason was economic, as Shippen was not salaried and made money directly from
students’ fees.197 Without cadavers for students to dissect, Shippen would lose his
students and their fees. Losing students also risked losing status: Shippen’s inability to
procure bodies for dissection would threaten his prestige of being the fount of anatomical
knowledge, not to mention his professorship. It was a dynamic that also led anatomists in
the 19th century to body snatching.
Shippen’s macabre activities filtered into Philadelphia's popular imagination. In
1789, two years after Shippen wrote private letters that described his body snatching,
Francis Hopkinson wrote a satirical poem—the same one that mentioned the sailor’s
mob—and while perhaps not directly related, it takes on a whole new meaning in context
of Shippen’s clandestine pursuits:
“[W]e have shar’d the toil
When in Potter’s Field...we fought for spoil,
Did midnight ghosts and dead and horror brave
To delve for science in the dreary grave-Shall I remind you of that awful night
When our compacted band maintain’d the fight
Against an armed host?--fierce was the fray
And yet we bore our sheeted prize away.”198
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As the site of dissections, Shippen’s home also took on new meaning in the
popular imagination. It made an impression on John Fanning Watson, who grew up in
Philadelphia when these events occurred and recounted his memories in one of the first
histories of the city. Shippen’s home was “then sufficiently out of town” (close to
Washington Square) with students coming and going “in the shades of night,” and was
“expected to fill the peaceful town with disquieted ghosts.”199 The building was “always
shut up—showed no out-door labors” and “had ‘No Admittance’” for ever grimly
forbidding, at the door.”200 In Watson’s depiction, dissections were conducted to draw as
little attention as possible, which is plausible. More dubious was Watson’s claim that
remains of “subjects” were cremated there, even more so because he went on to say that a
graveyard was later found in the yard.201 Regardless, the fact that Watson felt it
significant enough to write these recollections suggests that Shippen’s transgressive
actions occupied a place in the memory of Philadelphians. More persuasive were the
poems Watson recalled, which as we have seen were not far from the truth:
“And awful stories chain’d the wondering ear!
Or fancy led, at midnight’s fearful hour,
With startling step, we saw the dreaded corse [sic]!”

“The body-snatchers! they have come
And made a snatch at me;
It’s very hard them kind of men
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Won’t let a body be!
Don’t go weep upon my grave
And think that there I be;
They haven’t left an atom there
Of my anatomy!”

Figure 5. Shippen family home in modern times.202

In 1791 Shippen’s anatomical lectures were moved to a location even closer to
Washington Square: Surgeon’s Hall on 5th street.203 When the University of Pennsylvania
moved to 9th street (the College of Philadelphia merged with the University of
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Pennsylvania in 1791), Shippen’s dissections continued in Surgeon’s Hall because
“human dissection might still arouse public suspicion,” and the medical faculty noted that
the schoolhouse was isolated, out of sight.204 Shippen’s house was sold to Caspar Wistar
in 1798, who succeeded Shippen as the second Professor of Anatomy and Surgery at the
University of Pennsylvania.205 The house, now referred to as the Shippen-Wistar House,
is privately owned and not open to the public. A historical marker outside the building
mentions only Wistar, not Shippen. In 1794 Washington Square ceased to be a burial
ground—and a source for “subjects”—and transitioned into its originally intended
purpose: a public park, which it remains today.206 While it is possible that bodies buried
there were relocated, no record of this exists, and some bodies undoubtedly still reside
there today.207 The University of Pennsylvania sought in 1805 to “erect a building on the
square for the use of its medical school,” which the Committee of City Councils
rejected.208 If it had gone through the University would have for a time been housed
above the graves of the burial place its anatomist had plundered.
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Figure 6. Washington Square in modern times.209

The history of Washington Square in the 18th century was also a history of the
coterminous rise of medicine and body snatching in Philadelphia. As Professor of
Anatomy of the first medical school in the colonies, Shippen had a singular impact on the
establishment of anatomical education in America. Shippen also established a practice
that would persist long after his death and peaceful interment: the use of socially
marginalized bodies for dissection. Because the dissection of murderers and suicides as
posthumous punishment was rare, there were not enough cadavers to meet the needs of
Shippen and his students. Shippen, with the tacit assent of “respectable” Philadelphians,
requisitioned bodies from Philadelphia’s potter’s field, Washington Square. Shippen’s
actions violated powerful social mores, as evidenced by the resistance of victims, from
African Americans patrolling their primary burial place, breaking into Shippen’s home,
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or filing petitions, to a “sailor’s mob” descending on Shippen’s home. The contravention
of beliefs and practices of care for the dead, directed at social and racial others, was key
to the rise of medicine and medical education in Philadelphia. It was also integral to
Philadelphia’s central role in the field in the 19th century.
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Chapter 4

“It is a Shocking Thing, Gentlemen, to Cut Up Dead People”: The Philadelphia
Almshouse
Shippen noted in the aforementioned letter to his son in 1787 that he “procured a
subject from the Bettering house [almshouse] as secretly and properly as it was possible.”
Through its hospital, the Philadelphia Almshouse emerged in the 19th century as the
primary source of bodies for dissection in the city. The history of the institution, like
Washington Square, was also the history of the expansion of medicine and body
snatching, but on a much greater scale. Medical education—with anatomy at its core—
demanded more bodies for more students, and the almshouse’s dead were appropriated
for this purpose. As the poor became institutionalized, so did their exploitation by
physicians, in life and death. This was made possible by secret and open agreements for
“unclaimed” bodies, and was rationalized by classist ideas and the delegitimization of the
poor’s claims to proper burial. As the century wore on anatomists risked not only extralegal but legal punishment by engaging in body snatching, and sought to legalize longstanding practice: the distribution of dead Philadelphians from public institutions, the
almshouse foremost, to medical schools, which became codified in the city’s Anatomy
Act of 1867. Following the history of the Philadelphia Almshouse from its inception
contextualizes this dramatic change within the long history of body snatching, which had
key parallels with Shippen’s clandestine activities in the 18th century and the almshouse’s
practices.
In 1712 the Philadelphia Common Council stated that, “The poor of this city,
Dayly Increasing, it is ye opinion of this Council that a workhouse be immediately hired
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to Imploy poor P’sons and sufficient P’sons appointed to keep them at work.”210 Between
1731 and 1732 the Philadelphia Almshouse was established.211 The Philadelphia
Almshouse was more than a workhouse: it was also a hospital, orphanage, and even
insane asylum.212 The almshouse offered “food, shelter, clothing, and medical care to the
poorest and most vulnerable, often in exchange for hard labor and forfeiture of
freedom.”213 Almshouses would become commonplace in American cities by the 19th
century.214 Initially located on Fourth and Spruce streets, two blocks from Washington
Square, the almshouse relocated multiple times, steadily further from the city proper.
This was due partly to the institution's overcrowding, but its gradual physical isolation
also reflected its social isolation, similar to Washington Square.215 The almshouse’s very
existence lowered surrounding property values.216 The institution moved about six blocks
further west in 1767 and became known as the “Bettering” House.217 It was then the
largest building in British North America.218 In 1835 the almshouse moved to its final
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location west of the Schuylkill River.219 It was referred to as Old Blockley due to its
location in Blockley Township.220
Since its creation the almshouse had a hospital, and in 1835 it became officially
known as Philadelphia Hospital.221 The earliest known physician employed was
Shippen’s father, from 1738 to 1768; Shippen Jr. was elected to the staff in 1789.222 The
Philadelphia Almshouse was the first but eventually not the only institution providing
medical care in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania Hospital was established in 1751, four blocks
from the almshouse.223 Caring for the sick poor was Pennsylvania Hospital’s primary
function; however, it was effectively “shut against the poor”—as almshouse managers
bluntly stated—because they only treated certain “types” of poor Philadelphians.224
18th-century elite Philadelphians distinguished between “industrious”, or
“deserving” poor, and “idle” poor.225 These classifications were normative: the former
was associated with virtue, the latter with immorality.226 Indigence was perceived as a
moral defect, and some idle poor were also viewed as “vicious,” the most likely to
engage in crime.227 As Benjamin Rush noted: “their morals [the poor’s] are of more
consequence to society than their health or lives.”228 These ideas influenced how
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Philadelphia responded to poverty, leading to a shift from direct, “outdoor,” relief, such
as direct payments, to institutionalization.229 When the almshouse was known, not
without irony, as the “Bettering” House, it referred to the institution’s mission of
behavioral reform through institutionalization, or as one recent history of Philadelphia
aptly put it, “incarceration for the crime of being poor.”230

Figure 7. Blockley workhouse men, 1888.231

Admission to Pennsylvania Hospital was contingent on “a combination of moral
worth, as judged by their [the poor’s] betters, and a treatable condition, as judged by the
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professional doctors.”232 Patients had to leave a deposit for burial in case of death.233
However, most indigent Philadelphians were treated in neither Pennsylvania Hospital nor
the Philadelphia Hospital, because at that time medical care was more commonly
administered in the home without the assistance of professionals.234 That said, those with
no choice were most likely to be treated in the almshouse: “no sick man or woman sought
its walls willingly. It was the last resort for those who could not gain admission to other
hospitals, or who were absolutely friendless and penniless,” as late 19th-century
almshouse resident physician Arthur Ames Bliss explained.235 As a result the almshouse
was of far more significance than Pennsylvania Hospital to the medical care of the poor.
Because Pennsylvania Hospital was by design for the so-called industrious poor, its
patients—and the institution as a whole—were not stigmatized as the almshouse and its
inhabitants were. Venetia M. Guerrasio suggested that “in an age when most people died
at home, dying in an institution, even a hospital, was atypical, and institutional death
signaled a marginalized existence.”236 Perceptions of almshouse “inmates” as idle or
vicious shaped beliefs concerning the legitimate and illegitimate uses of almshouse
bodies in life and death.237
The almshouse, like other hospitals and public institutions such as prisons,
produced dead bodies. Death rates were high, with conditions worse than private
hospitals, in part because it was the “recipient of those cases for which neither recovery
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nor remission could be hoped.”238 Of the racial composition of almshouse inmates, and
thus the racial composition of deceased almshouse inmates, in 1806 it is estimated that
14.1% of inmates were Black, and 44% were “native-born” white, and in 1810, 9.8% and
41.5% respectively.239 While “Black patients were always present in nineteenth-century
Blockley (and often in numbers greater than their proportion in the population), and
routinely occupied the least desirable wards,” and likely experienced higher death rates as
a result, their numbers were lower due to Black mutual aid societies that kept members
out of the almshouse and its burial ground. The relatively low number of Black
Philadelphians in the almshouse was even highlighted by Black Philadelphians to
demonstrate their “respectability” in a white-dominated society: “in Philadelphia, far
from burdening the whites with the support of…[Black] paupers…[Black people’s] taxes,
over and above the support of their own poor, furnish funds for the support of white
paupers.”240 A 21st-century archaeological study of Blockley’s graveyards showed that
anatomists and their students dissected any bodies they could get, regardless of race,
gender, or other classifications.241
In the 18th century, the institution's dead were buried in Washington Square. The
earliest indication of this was Jacob Shoemaker, who leased the square, being paid by the
almshouse for digging a grave between 1739 and 1740.242 In 1787 “jailor” John Reynolds
(keeper of the adjacent Walnut Street Jail) extorted the almshouse for money for the right
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to bury its “paupers” in the square.243 This was the first example of a long history of
almshouse bodies being commodified. The almshouse also sought to reduce the cost of
disposing of its dead: inmate labor was used to build coffins and bury fellow dead
inmates.244 The meaning of burial in the potter’s field, seen as ignominious by the wider
community, was contested by almshouse inmates. One known burial from the almshouse
was a young prostitute who committed suicide, transported to Washington Square by “old
bauds, and strumpets, and cullies, half-drunk, making merry as they went along.245 This,
according to historian Simon P. Newman, “attested to the strength of a community
derided and imprisoned by civic authorities.”246 In 1790 the almshouse Board requested
municipal authorities to let them continue using Washington Square, noting that they
buried over 120 individuals there annually.247
The same year Pennsylvania Hospital was established (1751) the Pennsylvania
Gazette noted the opportunities hospitals offered the medical community: “[hospitals] not
only render the physicians and surgeons who attend them still more expert and
skillful...but afford such speedy and effectual instruction to the young students of both
professions.”248 The Philadelphia Hospital, like Pennsylvania Hospital, became a site of
learning and teaching for medical professionals, but its benefit for patients was an open
question: “Blockley is an unhealthy, miserable place to live...but it is very healthy for
growth in medical knowledge," as Bliss explained.249 The almshouse provided doctors
and surgeons with patients who were, by virtue of being in the almshouse—a dreaded last
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resort—at their mercy. As such, there was a power disparity between medical staff and
patients: “The only individual of whom they stand in awe is the doctor, for he has the
keys of a heaven or hell, and can allow them to rest in sheltered ease or send them forth
to experience winter and cold weather in the streets. And I must confess that it is almost a
pleasure to me to ‘come down heavily’ on such men as these [the “selfish and
overbearing”],” as Bliss related.250
19th-century almshouse surgeon David Hayes Agnew stated that “if a patent
medicine was to be tested, or any charlatan maneuver to be practiced, the Philadelphia
Hospital was the field in which the trial was to be made,” suggesting that almshouse
inmates were subjected to medical experimentation.251 The work was also not charitable.
At least some staff were paid salaries, although that practice ended at some point in the
19th century, when is unclear. Staff were also paid by medical students to attend clinical
and surgical instruction, and dissections, although payment for teaching ended around
1860.252 Patient care was not necessarily the primary focus of almshouse physicians: “At
no time was public medicine not related to medical careers,” as a 20th-century almshouse
historian put it.253 The intermingling of the medical community with public institutions,
and resultant conflicts of interest, was not limited to the Philadelphia almshouse, but a
shared experience in institutions near medical schools in the 19th century, according to
Guerrasio.254 Most Philadelphia medical luminaries were at some point associated with
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the almshouse, such as Thomas Bond, Benjamin Rush, Philip S. Physick, William E.
Horner, Joseph Pancoast, David Hayes Agnew, and Samuel D. Gross.255
The unique opportunities the almshouse afforded led it to become entangled in
Philadelphia medical education. Medical students, like their instructors, also had
motivations beyond patient care for practicing in the almshouse. Bliss explained that “the
young medical man was often too disposed to be sarcastic, cynical, suspicious, and
anxious to drive away every applicant who did not bear in his or her body the symptoms
of being an interesting medical or surgical case."256 There was consistent opposition from
the almshouse administration to allowing medical students in the Philadelphia Hospital
due to their behavior. For example, students were allowed to practice on trial in 1788, but
a “committee was appointed to frame suitable regulations for their government.”257
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Figure 8. Almshouse resident physicians, 1867.258

Whether the use of almshouse inmates for instruction was always in their best
interest was controversial. The hospital was part of a larger institution, and the “city's
political appointees...were sympathetic, never spoke harshly to the supplicants who
appeared before them, and often admitted them, even when the resident [physicians]
decided that they were not sick enough.”259 Although the nature of the almshouse’s
administration changed over time, as a public institution it was run by city officials, often
at cross-purposes with the medical staff. The feelings of patients themselves were a
concern of the administration that was not always shared by physicians. One instructive
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example was Anderson “the Bum,” a Philadelphia Hospital patient, who was selected by
“Dr. P., our chief surgeon” for instruction:
“He was wheeled into the operating room this morning. In the great amphitheater,
the circling rows of seats were crowded with students, tier above tier, until, to one
standing down in the deep arena, the very air above seemed filled with eager
faces. The patient lay on a high, revolving, wooden table in the center of the
arena, and was clearly displayed in the light which streamed from the skylight in
the lofty roof. Close by stood Dr. P., knife in hand, lecturing to the students in his
rather stagely manner…“I have explained already, and the operation will now
proceed [said Dr. P].”260
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Figure 9. Operating room, 1900.261

It is not difficult to see how this could make patients uncomfortable or even be
detrimental to their health. Rosenberg noted in his history of the almshouse that “The fear
of being used as ‘clinical material’ [in “amphitheater performances”] obviously affected
almost every patient suffering from anything but the most routine ailment.”262 Similar
occurrences led an 1845 hospital committee to report that, “None of the patients are
exempt from the liability of being thus exposed [in the lecture room]...There are rights
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possessed even by the recipients of charity which should be guarded, and feelings which
should be respected.”263
The use of almshouse inmates for educative purposes did not end with death. By
at least the early 19th century, medical students and their instructors engaged in
dissections within the institution. Inmates were aware of this, and the body snatching that
pervaded the almshouse: in 1845 the Board stated that inmates knew “burial here, during
the lecture season, is a mockery, and to be buried elsewhere is some times asked as the
last and greatest favor.”264 After Washington Square transitioned to a public park and
after the institution moved further west (when it was known as the Bettering House), the
almshouse’s administration was concerned about the misuse of deceased inmates buried
in its potter’s field.265 Around 1822 the almshouse received complaints from local
residents.266 An almshouse committee reported that coffins were placed in pits that could
fit four stacked vertically, which were lightly buried until full.267 However, it was taking
a month—more or less—for pits to be filled because, “many visitors...carry off the
corpses left there for interment.”268 The committee recommended graves be buried
individually, and “persons who are desirous of having corpses ought to have some trouble
to obtain them.”269 The committee also noted that graveyard attendants “make such
arrangements with the doctors as they please, and are not accountable to any body,” and
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suggested they did so to save the trouble of burying bodies.270 The steward was censured,
but such “arrangements” continued.271
Body snatching in the almshouse was facilitated by secret agreements. In 1828 a
formal, written agreement among Philadelphia anatomists was established by William E.
Horner, Professor of Anatomy at the University of Pennsylvania “with a view to sustain
the medical interests of Philadelphia, and to prevent the public scandal and excitement
incident to the cultivation of anatomy.”272 As noted by Sappol, in 1832 Horner attempted
to renege on this agreement with local private anatomy schools and retain all bodies for
the University, which “led to the public disclosure of the secret treaty in Philadelphia and
difficulties for all parties.”273 This public disclosure, a pamphlet, even described a formal
process of arbitration to resolve the dispute, which suggested a great deal of organization
behind the business of acquiring bodies for dissection in Philadelphia.274 While the actual
agreement is probably lost to history, its parameters were likely those described in a
remarkable letter written in 1829 by Dr. John D. Godman, Professor of Anatomy at
Rutgers Medical College, to a Boston physician.275 As a rare admission of clandestine
arrangements, it is worth quoting at length:
“The city appoints a superintendent to each of the public grounds at a very small
salary. It is perfectly understood that his business is to give the anatomists every
facility consistent with the most entire secrecy. He is allowed to profit [i.e. sell
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bodies] thereby as much as may be; observing with strict justice to supply each
applicant in his turn according to the nature of his claim, which is determined by
the number in his class. These superintendents have their own servants and at
certain hours of the night agreed upon between the city watch and themselves
they are permitted to deliver the subjects to the anatomical establishment free
from interruption. In case of misconduct or unfair dealing on the part of the
superintendent, the anatomist makes complaint to the mayor of the city, who
inquires into—and regulates the matter. In Philadelphia all the subjects buried in
the two public grounds from the 1st Nov. till the first of April, can be had for
dissection if required.
The Philadelphia method is decidedly the most advantageous to all parties. It is
the interest of the keeper to manage every thing with the utmost caution, and
therefore there is never the slightest danger from popular tumult, as nothing can
ever be seen by passers, that would lead to suspicion, and few persons in the city
have the slightest idea of the manner in which the schools are supplied or even
that they are supplied. A very strict watch is kept over the grounds, by the persons
employed by the keeper, but it is to prevent private adventurers from robbing
him—not to prevent them from emptying the pits.
I sincerely hope you will be successful in convincing your city authorities [in
Boston] to view this matter aright; certainly the example of Philadelphia is
strongly in point, as a popular disturbance or robbery of a private burial ground is
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unknown, notwithstanding from 12 to 20 subjects are weekly consumed during
the dissecting season. All these statements, are of course secrets.”276
Based on the time the letter was written, the Bettering House’s burial place was
likely one of the two public grounds.277 The other was probably the city’s then-potter’s
field on Twentieth and Parrish streets (near present-day Eastern State Penitentiary, which
was established later that year).278 The collusion of the mayor and city functionaries like
the night watch (which in 1830 had 106 members, controlled by the Board of Wardens)
demonstrated official toleration of using pauper bodies for dissection, all outside the
public eye.279 Philadelphia's growing dominance in medicine, and its economic
importance for the city, likely played a role in this. The availability of bodies in the city
was featured in an 1833 advertisement for Jefferson Medical College: “[Philadelphia’s]
hospital and alms-house are large institutions...The supply of subjects for dissection is
abundant even to profusion.”280 Before the passage of anatomy laws, a consistent supply
of bodies for medical schools was a rarity, an important selling point for prospective
students given the centrality of dissection to medical education in the 19th century.281
Anatomists even came to Philadelphia to find bodies to purchase, such as a
professor from Fairfield, New York in 1824, as Horner explained in a letter.282 However,
in 1836 Jefferson Medical College’s Demonstrator of Anatomy purchased bodies through
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an intermediary in Baltimore, suggesting that there were not enough bodies to go around
in Philadelphia that year.283 Similarly, in another letter to a Harvard anatomist looking for
bodies, Horner wrote that even though the Philadelphia police did nothing to prevent
body snatching, “the town has been so uncommonly healthy, that I have not been able to
obtain a fourth part of the subjects required for our dissection rooms...Anatomically
speaking when the times become more propitious, I shall then be able to turn my
attention to the wants of friends.”284 Later, Horner would attempt to purchase bodies from
New York.285
After the almshouse moved to its final location across the Schuylkill River in
1835, a new mechanism for supplying bodies emerged, which seemed to obviate the need
for secret agreements and body snatching altogether. By 1845 “unclaimed” bodies at Old
Blockley, as the almshouse came to be known, could be dissected before burial: when
“there are no known friends, or where they cannot be found, although there are no rules
prohibiting the examination of the bodies, yet it has been well understood that such
examinations [i.e. dissections] should not be made oftener than necessary, and always
with strict regard to decency and propriety.”286 Regarding unclaimed bodies, “...rules of
the most stringent character have been adopted for the safe keeping of the bodies and to
preserve them unmutilated in cases where the friends of the deceased can be found. A
messenger is always dispatched forthwith to inform the relatives or friends of the
deceased, in order that they might have an opportunity of removing the body.”287 The
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legality of this arrangement is unclear. An 1879 New York Times article noted that “the
unclaimed bodies were brought from the Morgue and the [Philadelphia] Almshouse...But for neither means of supply was there any authority in law. The necessity
existed, and necessity proverbially knows no law.”288 However, such a policy must have
had the assent of the almshouse’s administration.
Ruth Richardson examined the meaning of “unclaimed” in the context of British
workhouse bodies and anatomy law debates that resulted in Britain’s 1832 Anatomy
Law, finding that, “It is not discernable whether the word ‘claim’ was intended to mean
simply to profess oneself a relative, and to accompany the parish funeral; or, to
appropriate the body and finance burial oneself.”289 Each had considerably different
implications. For the former, bodies could be interred simply on request, regardless of
cost. The latter required one’s friends or family to have sufficient funds to pay for burial.
Given the nature of the institution, most inmates were poor, and by extension probably
their families and friends as well.
The professed distinction between claimed and unclaimed bodies was whether
there were family and friends who would be distressed by an inmate’s dissection, and for
that reason, wish to claim them. Richardson also found that, “Had the real criterion for
eligibility for the slab been defined by the absence of ‘distress’, and if only the relatives
of the dead were permitted to feel it, then the law could simply have directed that all
those dying in Britain without relatives would henceforth be eligible for dissection. By
sequestering only those dying without relatives to ‘claim’ their bodies from workhouses
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and hospitals...designated poverty the sole basis for selection.”290 The unclaimed
designation was more about class than feelings, a “legal euphemism for the poor,”
calculated to give a sense that, “the bodies slated for dissection were from unknown
paupers: unproductive, anonymous vagrants and tramps, the stereotypical “unworthy
poor.”291 In actuality, unclaimed meant unable to pay for burial.
Despite the apparent availability of “unclaimed” bodies for dissection, some
inmates were still buried on almshouse grounds. Why, or whether they were claimed or
unclaimed, is unclear. If bodies were claimed, presumably they would be buried
anywhere but a potter’s field. It seems unlikely that the almshouse itself would pay to
bury unclaimed bodies, as the institution’s chronic underfunding rendered it costprohibitive. What is clear is that it was not due to a surplus of unclaimed bodies; body
snatching continued unabated. As increasing numbers of students required increasing
numbers of bodies, more explicit justifications emerged for the systematic exclusion of
paupers from the dignity in death afforded to other Philadelphians. These justifications
were rooted in the same classist ideas that led to the institutionalization of the poor in the
almshouse. However, the experience of dissection and body snatching led anatomists to
make a different sort of argument: that since the body was “mere matter”, opposition to
dissection represented the triumph of “superstition” over anatomist’s “enlightened”
views. Such views would figure into later anatomy law debates. However, on closer
inspection anatomists’ views were not so simple.
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Dissection was a rite of passage; the collaborative taking apart of a body inducted
students into an anatomical fraternity.292 Evidence of the communal nature of dissection
can be seen in photographs of students posing together with anatomical “subjects” (figure
10).293 Membership came with certain obligations. A “culture of secrecy” pervaded the
practice of dissection in medical schools, and presumably also in hospitals and
almshouses where dissections occurred.294 Students could face expulsion for disclosing
information such as the source of bodies, and instructors and other staff such as janitors
were expected to be similarly circumspect.295 The identity of members was shaped by the
cultural transgressiveness of dissection, the widespread view of the practice as “illicit,
profane, and dangerous.”296 In this context, body snatching can be seen as an extension of
dissection, a similarly communal, socially transgressive act. Dissection and body
snatching “served to bond a group of young men together in opposition to those
outside.”297 This culture, according to Sappol, included “alcoholic jollity, morbid humor,
dissecting-room antics, and body snatching,” and crucially, “acquired inurement to the
power of the dead body…[and] their newly acquired right of eminent domain over the
dead, and especially the working-class (or Irish or black) dead.”298
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Figure 10. Dissection in the almshouse, 1897.299

Dissection generated unease about medical students in the almshouse: “Students
at this time were regarded with no small amount of suspicion; and even at the present
time there are not wanting many persons who entertain toward them a good deal of
reserve and distrust. It is a shocking thing, gentlemen, to cut up dead people; and one
might suppose from the horror with which some people shun you, that students were in
the habit of eating them.”300 In addition to resurrectionist, a common term for body
snatchers at this time was “ghoul,” literally meaning, “An evil spirit supposed...to rob
graves and prey on human corpses.”301 This may have implied that medical students were
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engaging in body snatching in the almshouse as early as the 18th century; William
Shippen Jr. certainly was.
Dissection also generated unease among medical students. After Joseph Leidy’s
first dissection in the 1840s as a student at the University of Pennsylvania, he did not
return for six weeks.302 Such a reaction was not unusual. Also not unusual was how Leidy
overcame his “melancholy” from that initial experience: “Working with inert corpses
every day became so utterly familiar that he came to view them as no more than objects
of study, with no connection to living humans, their parts objectively compared to
material from other animals.”303 He would become Professor of Anatomy at the
University of Pennsylvania in 1853.304 This desensitization was also described in 1853 by
a Philadelphia medical student in a letter to his father: dissection “renders our hearts
liable to be corrupted and hardened, renders the sensibilities Callous, [and] brutalizes the
feelings.”305
This detachment between physician and patient was vividly described by Bliss in
his account of treating a patient that he later dissected. Edmunds was, according to Bliss,
“a strange combination of meanness, wickedness, low cunning, and moral cussedness
inherited or acquired. His father was a criminal; his mother not much better.”306 Edmunds
underwent an operation, likely by “Dr. P” with Bliss’ assistance, but died about a week
later.307 Bliss dissected what he referred to as “the mangled remains of what had been
humanity,” and removed the pelvis and femur on Dr. P’s request for the almshouse’s
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museum of anatomical specimens (established in 1860).308 Bliss’ recollections show how
he viewed this “crime-possessed pauper” after death: “At the upper end of the long table
lay all the recognizable parts of my former patient...there was no need of this care for
Edmunds’ clay; his friends long ago lost to him; his family, criminals themselves,
indifferent as to his fate; not even a dumb animal to care for him or mourn his loss! All
that remained was soon accomplished, and he has found rest at last, after his twenty-five
years of tossing and stumbling and suffering through his vagrant and criminal life, in the
ash heap of the Potter’s Field.”309
Bliss’ description of Edmunds was ambivalent. The use of the term “clay” was
significant, as it referred to “the human body (living or dead) as distinguished from the
soul; the earthly or material part of man.”310 His use of the term was not callous, but
factual. Bliss purportedly saw the body before him as just matter. However, in other ways
Bliss seemed to acknowledge Edmund’s humanity by writing about what he was like, and
his family, even if it was inflected with classist ideas. Edmunds actually seemed to give
permission for him to be dissected: “Edmunds had frequently remarked to me, that, when
his time came to be carried to the dead house, whither he had seen so many borne during
his long illness, that the Devil would at once take his soul to the underworld or
shadows.”311 However, Bliss seemed to be trying to justify the posthumous use of
Edmund’s body, as if some part of him did not actually believe the body in front of him
was mere matter.
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The idea that the dead are just matter can be traced back to the Greek philosopher
Diogenes.312 This view is essentially true: biologically and even in most theological
systems, the body cannot feel pain after death, as the soul has exited the body. And yet
the idea that the corpse is just matter has historically not been widely accepted.313 This is
because the corpse carries the weight of meaning developed throughout human history,
the rejection of which “defies all cultural logic.”314 Self-styled “enlightened” scientists, in
contrast to the so-called “superstitious,” that publicly made this argument—which was
employed to justify the dissection of the almshouse’s denizens—on closer look were not
always as disenchanted as they claimed. Sappol observed that popular representations of
physicians as atheists was prevalent in the mid-19th century.315 Judged by how they
disposed of their own bodies, physicians’ views seemed broadly similar to most.
However, anatomists took pains to avoid the same fate as their subjects, likely as a result
of the experience of dissection and body snatching.
A story shared at the 1887 centennial celebration of the College of Physicians of
Philadelphia laid bare anatomists’ anxieties concerning their own bodies after death.316
The night after Benjamin Rush was buried in 1813, Philip Syng Physick, an eminent
Philadelphia surgeon, had a visitor that approached his home: an “unusually large negro”
offered to sell Rush’s body to him, which he declined.317 William E. Horner’s eulogy of
Physick in 1838 noted the extensive instructions he left for the disposition of his body
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after death, perhaps remembering the fate of Rush.318 Among other preparations, his body
was to be left in his home long enough to putrefy—making it unusable for dissection—
and watchmen were to be hired to guard his churchyard grave at night for six weeks.319
Horner lamented that Physick’s instructions led “the public to infer that no place nor
person was too sacred for the anatomist,” and attributed his directives to
“sensitiveness...retirement and indisposition.”320 Indeed, Physick was probably
overreacting, as body snatching rarely crossed class lines. A case of a body being taken
from St. Mary’s Church in Philadelphia in 1842 was one of the few confirmed cases of a
body being taken from a “respectable” burial place in Philadelphia.321
Physicians, like the general public, rarely donated their bodies for dissection.322
The cultural association of dissection with punishment would not abate until well into the
20th century, which was why bodies were almost always obtained involuntarily.
Physicians were however at the forefront of a new, then-radical method of the disposal of
corpses, or rather, new to America: cremation. The fact could not have been lost on
physicians that if their bodies were cremated, there would be nothing for the
“resurrection-men” to take. Cremationists even cited body snatching to support their
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arguments. The Urn, a pro-cremation publication, provided a roundup of recent body
snatching incidents in its pages.323 Other cremation literature invoked body snatching.324
In Washington, Pennsylvania, Dr. Francis Julius LeMoyne, graduate of
Philadelphia’s Jefferson Medical College, constructed the first crematory in the United
States on his property in 1876 where it still stands.325 That same year Baron Joseph Henry
Louis Charles De Palm was cremated there, the first cremation in the United States. De
Palm was an Austrian immigrant who, despite his title, was actually destitute.326 He was a
Theosophist—a religion which drew elements from Eastern religions—and a member of
the Theosophical Society in New York.327 Before his death De Palm expressed a desire to
be cremated.328 A fellow member, Colonel Henry Steel Olcott, had heard of LeMoyne’s
crematory in the press, and reached out to him.329 LeMoyne agreed to cremate De Palm.
The event was widely covered by the press. Philadelphia’s mayor at the time called the
affair, “a relic of a less civilized age, a custom of pagan nations.”330 Philadelphia's
Catholic Archbishop stated that, “his soul will be burning in the other world,” cremation
being, “a natural outgrowth of the spirit of rebellion against the government of Christ.”331
Cremation did not necessarily represent the belief that the body was mere matter.
According to Stephen Prothero’s excellent history of cremation in America, “No
cremationist involved in the events surrounding the cremation of Baron De Palm believed
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that his corpse was simply profane material to be dispensed with this way or that.”332 The
arguments for cremation were scientific and spiritual. For the former, it was believed that
the decomposing body spread disease (“miasma”).333 Cremation was, in this view,
sanitary and prevented epidemics. For the latter, cremation represented purification, a
view that focused on the spiritual aspect of death over its corporeality.334 While
LeMoyne, De Palm, and Olcott were, “thoroughly modern men whose unorthodox
religious beliefs and behaviors fueled the anti-cremationists’ suspicion,” cremation
represented “dechristianization without secularization,” not atheism.335 It was an ancient
practice LeMoyne and supporters were attempting to turn into a modern death rite on a
scientific basis.
The fact that LeMoyne was a physician was indicative of a larger trend: the early
(but not universal) adoption of cremation by physicians.336 In 1886, before cremation
became mainstream, the American Medical Association came close to publicly endorsing
cremation.337 While cremation is consistent with the idea of the body as mere matter, it
did not necessarily mean physicians did not care what happened to their remains after
death. The majority of physicians did not donate their bodies to science before the rise of
cremation in America, or after. A Philadelphia newspaper chided in 1878 that there were
enough physicians who died annually to supply anatomists and make body snatching
unnecessary: “The profession itself should be above the superstitious and sentimental
prejudices which ordinary mortals entertain regarding the disposition of their bodies, and
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should be sufficiently interested in the advancement of science to devote their remains to
this holy cause.”338 Cremation represented perhaps the best method of avoiding body
snatching and dissection.
However, one physician was dissected before cremation, Samuel D. Gross (famed
surgeon who taught at Jefferson), which made headlines in 1884. According to Prothero’s
timeline of cremation, Gross was the most high-profile cremation at the time.339 Gross
offered this explanation: “A man who spends much of his time in the dissecting-room,
and looks at the horrible features of the putrefying bodies as they lie before him upon the
tables, is not likely to hesitate between burial and cremation.”340 In other words, the
experience of dissection altered Gross’ beliefs about how bodies should be disposed of
after death. However, unlike most physicians, that did not lead Gross to avoid donating
his own body to science. In 1879, an issue of Penn Monthly noted that “I am aware that
there have been men...who have voluntarily willed their bodies to be dissected, but they
have been extremely few.”341
For most anatomists, the idea that the body was “mere matter” extended to
paupers, but not to their own bodies. Anatomists delegitimized beliefs and practices
linked to care for the dead—that they also held and followed—for social and racial
others. Some medical professionals challenged this double standard. In 1844 a
Philadelphia newspaper reproduced a critical lecture by H.S. Patterson, M.D: “The poor,
it is alleged, pay for their healing at the expense of public exhibition...It may never have
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entered into your minds that the pauper you regard as a lump of diseased clay, is a man:-yet so it is...So at least our religion teaches us, and if it is anything more than a sounding
brass, it is as true in the almshouse and in the street as it is in the church...You are bound
to him by stronger ties than mere scientific interest...This notion of the use of the poor as
a means of medical education, which prevails more and more every day, involves a moral
degradation of both patient and physician.”342 A late 19th-century almshouse
superintendent, Charles Lawrence, related that in 1845, “Certain people, who had an
interest in the bodies [i.e. anatomists], spoke of the sentiments embraced in the protest [of
body snatching] as ‘mawkish sentimentality,’ but the community at large did not agree
with them.”343
The Board of Guardians, the almshouse’s administration, also did not agree with
anatomists. And yet, the long history of body snatching at the almshouse occurred on the
administration’s watch. There were simply too many cases of body snatching before
something was done to stop it to claim the Board played no role, if only passive, in its
persistence. An almshouse committee stated in 1845 that “An official is constantly
stationed to guard” the dead-house,” to prevent bodies from being taken before
interment.344 However, bodies were being taken after burial, as the Board observed later
that year: “the practice of taking the bodies from the graveyard to the Lecture rooms had
prevailed for years.”345 One argument to justify body snatching, presumably made by
anatomists, that six members of the Board restated and rebutted was that “as paupers are
of no use to society while living, there is no wrong done in making them useful when
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dead.”346 In other words, dissection would make paupers have value, their worthlessness
in life being grounds to deny them proper burial. Members of the Board responded—
reflecting their own class bias—that there were also industrious poor in the almshouse
who had fallen on hard times.347
The Board articulated widespread beliefs of care for the dead: “Few, and perhaps
none, are so deadened in feelings as not to desire the rites of Christian burial, for who
would not revolt at the idea, if they were consulted on the subject, of permitting their
bodies to be exposed in the lecture rooms, cut to pieces for the benefit of the schools and
then thrown into a pit containing the remains of hundreds of others.”348 A belief in a
connection between the soul and the body after death was also alluded to: “And may not
this anxiety to have the remains cared for and protected after death be partly produced by
the idea that the spirit may continue to be cognizant of what is done to the mortal part?
That death does not mean a total disconnection?”349 However, the Board’s opposition
appeared to be directed towards the act of disinterment, not the idea of almshouse bodies
being dissected before burial. Later archaeological evidence showed that inmates were
buried in “large pits and, after the 1870s, in individual grave shafts.”350 However, such
grave shafts contained “multiple, stacked coffins.”351 In other words, bodies that were
actually buried were not handled in a manner that reflected a then-“Christian burial” of an
individualized, personalized grave, but in the manner of what it was: a potter’s field.352
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Body snatching continued on the Board’s watch because, despite some opposition
within the group, it accepted the flawed logic of “unclaimed” bodies, that only family and
friend-less paupers would be dissected.353 The Board also claimed that without the
almshouse’s “unclaimed” bodies, body snatching from respectable graves would
resurface, echoing anatomists’ own arguments.354 In other words, the threat of body
snatching by anatomists warranted allowing the same anatomists to dissect the
almshouse’s inmates. The Board disagreed on points, but not their ultimate effect: the
exploitation of the almshouse’s deceased.
In the years following 1845, the Board would come to be defined by either their
inability to stop body snatching or their complicity. In 1856 a member of the Board was
accused by the Daily News of selling dead almshouse bodies.355 An almshouse committee
investigation by three members of the Board revealed that twenty-one bodies were
unaccounted for after comparing almshouse death and burial records.356 The committee
blamed this disparity on shoddy record keeping, not body snatching, and recommended
better records of deaths and burials be maintained.357 The chairman of the committee was
censured by the Board—why is unclear—and prevented from making a “minority
report,” possibly in conflict with the rest of the committee’s findings.358 Newspapers
vilified the Board for “stifling” the inquiry.359 After this event the Board became
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derisively known as the “Board of Buzzards,” perceived as vultures preying on
almshouse bodies.360
In 1858, Chief Medical Officer Dr. Smith was rumored to be selling dead
inmates.361 Dr. Oliver, a member of the committee charged with investigating the
incident, noted that there was an expectation among the community for reform in care for
the almshouse’s dead before this incident, suggesting that this and similar events were a
public concern.362 However, the committee reported that instead of selling bodies, Dr.
Smith preserved them due to their medical interest for the institution’s anatomical
museum, but they were stolen by a physician not associated with the almshouse.363 If not
trafficking, this represented clear mismanagement of almshouse bodies. In 1860 frequent
body snatching from the almshouse graveyard again became a concern in the almshouse
and the broader community.364 The “ferryman” who managed the graveyard, according to
a newspaper article, “charged from ten to fifteen dollars [to medical students in the
winter] for each human subject for the dissecting tables, and a brisk business is done
during the terms of the college lectures in the corpses of those who die at the Almshouse
and whose bodies are not claimed by friends.”365 The administration was unable to fire
the ferryman due to his apparent sway.366
The exploitation in the almshouse was well-known enough to filter into popular
culture through the works of George Lippard. The Quaker City, or the Monks of Monk
Hall, published in 1845, was the bestselling novel in America until Uncle Tom’s Cabin in
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1852.367 Set in Philadelphia, the novel “juxtaposes a plot centered on greed, amorality,
and debauchery against the then-popular stereotype of an idealized Quaker of exemplary
morals.”368 As Sappol pointed out, one of its characters, “Devil-Bug”, was a body
snatcher:
“The doctor sent for me last night; the one what wants me to steal dead bodies for
him. I must go airily in the mornin’; he pays me well; and I likes the business.
Sich [sic] a jolly business! To creep over the wall o’ some grave yard in the dead
o’ the night, and with a spade in yer hand, to turn up the airth of a new made
grave! To mash the coffin lid into small pieces with a blow o’ the spade, and to
drag the stiff corpse out from its restin’ place, with the shroud so white and clean,
spotted by the damp clay! To kiver [cover] the corpse with an old over-coat or a
coffee bag, and bear it off to the doctor, with his penknife’s and his daggers and
his gim’lets!”369
In the same work, body snatching was explicitly connected to the almshouse:
“From whence did you bring this subject?” said Ravoni in a low whisper. “From
the poor man’s grave in the Alms-house grave-yard,” answered the tallest of the
Resurrectionists. “Yer honor knows there’s one grave which the prope’ty o’ the’
Doctors? Any body what dies in the Almshouse and hai’nt got no friends to claim
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him, is put into this grave, and the d--l [devil] himself may take him if he
likes.”370
Historian David C. Humphrey noted that “So customary had it become [body snatching]
that some Philadelphians believed that the almshouse was a legal source of supply.”371
It wasn’t until the early 1860s that the administration took action. In response to
uproar over more cases of body snatching, a member of the Board expressed the desire to
have all almshouse bodies given the “same care and protection as is given to those who
have friends and relatives to watch over and guard their last resting places.”372 The Board
resolved to build a vault to “deposit and keep the remains of those who die in the
Almshouse, until removed by their friends or their graves rendered secure from violation
by reason of the partial decomposition of their bodies.”373 In other words, if bodies were
claimed they would be buried by family or friends (presumably not on the premises), and
if not they would be buried after decomposition, rendered useless for dissection. Such
were the extreme measures necessary to safeguard the almshouse’s dead. The structure
was completed in 1862, and a watchman was already stationed nearby.374
Still, bodies continued to be stolen according to a member of the Board: “The
speaker had been informed by the watchman on the bridge [crossing the Schuylkill River
towards medical schools] that every night bodies were taken over, and he supposed they
were from the almshouse. About three weeks ago a body was found lying near the fence
of the grounds, and it is supposed that the resurrectionists had been disturbed in their
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work,” and, “This business has been going on all summer. As soon as the burying of
bodies in the graveyard was begun, the colleges commenced to steal them.”375 An 1879
issue of Penn Monthly noted that “In 1862 the Guardians of the Poor of the city and
county of Philadelphia, in their wisdom did resolve that they would no longer allow
bodies to be carried away for dissection; but, through the influence of more sensible men,
they were prevailed on not to put the resolution in force.”376 Whether or not the
almshouse’s new policy was actually enforced, based on the events that followed, the
administration’s apparent attempt to end body snatching may have had an unintended
effect: it may have led to it becoming formalized in law.
This development clearly worried the medical community.377 In a
contemporaneous medical journal, a physician attempted to rewrite not only history, but
the present. Popular attitudes opposed to dissection—“prejudice”—had been supplanted
by “more rational and enlightened views.”378 Body snatchers, depicted as “ardent and
zealous” anatomists who merely circumvented misguided popular attitudes towards death
and dead bodies, were a thing of the past.379 “By common consent” paupers with no
family or friends could be dissected, and the creation of the vault was in response to
“popular clamor” over “improprieties.”380 What was needed, the physician suggested,
was legislation to explicitly sanction the practice of dissecting “unclaimed” bodies.381
Ending the almshouse’s supply of bodies would cause body snatching because anatomists
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would be forced to steal bodies.382 The physician made clear the importance of the
almshouse in supplying bodies for dissection: it allowed physicians to circumvent burial
laws that prohibited disinterment, removing legal liability by allowing the dissection of
unclaimed bodies before interment.383
Body snatching had carried the risk of extra-legal punishment since the 18th
century. In 1859 in Albany, New York, a resurrectionist was almost buried alive when
the grave he was removing a body from caved in.384 Given the option of arrest or corporal
punishment (by everyday citizens, not officials), the resurrectionist chose the latter
(figure 11).
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Figure 11. A resurrectionist punished.385
A law “To protect burial-grounds” in Pennsylvania, which encompassed body
snatching, went into effect in 1849.386 Punishment was at least one year in prison or fifty
dollars.387 Prior to this, British case law—which “still influenced American courts”—held
that since a body could not be owned, body snatching was not a felony: “For most of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, common law precedent served as a hazy license to
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disinter and dissect.”388 However, stealing the clothes of the body was a felony, which
was why resurrectionists were careful to leave them behind.389
Pennsylvania physician and Senator William J. McKnight provided a first-hand
account of his personal experience of body snatching, and his conviction under the law to
protect burial grounds as a young man.390 In 1857 Brookville, Pennsylvania, a young boy
discovered a truly disturbing sight in an ice-house: the body of a man that had been
skinned, and whose toes and fingers had been removed. Other clues led townspeople to
believe it was the body of Henry Southerland, a recently deceased African American
man.391 His grave was subsequently found empty, except for Southerland’s burial
clothes.392 The incident caused a stir: “The excitement was now so intense that several
newly made graves were opened to see if friends had been disturbed. A few timid people
placed night-guards in the cemetery.”393 Without explanation, McKnight noted that
Southerland was reinterred roughly, dragged with a rope around his neck and tossed into
his casket.394
McKnight reconstructed the events leading up to this discovery. A local doctor
approached other nearby physicians, including McKnight, who all agreed to take
Southerland’s body for dissection, a “resurrection party”.395 McKnight noted that the
doctor who initiated the body snatching justified it by saying it was “a good chance for a
subject and a surgical school to advance himself and assist the rest of us [local
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physicians].”396 In other words, his motivations were ambition and edification. Meeting
in the graveyard at night, some under the influence of whiskey to harden their resolve,
they broke open the coffin and pulled out the corpse with a rope.397 McKnight was on
watch duty.398 While successful, someone talked.399 The body ended up in an ice-house,
with the cooperation of owner Kennedy L. Blood, the plan being to remove the body
from the area by wagon.400 The body was skinned to prevent identification if
discovered.401
The body was unexpectedly discovered when a boy noticed suspicious behavior
on the part of McKnight and an accomplice at the ice-house. Both fled when they noticed
they were being watched. The plan to remove the body the previous night failed, caused
by confusion over a missing key to the building. Once discovered, two African
Americans were arrested without evidence and released the next day.402 On the advice of
his lawyer-brother, McKnight eventually turned himself in.403 Blood was also charged.
None of the other body snatchers were indicted. McKnight was fined twenty-five dollars,
less than what the statute recommended.404 Blood and another physician who participated
in the body snatching would later became politicians, and McKnight noted that
adversaries would tauntingly ask either, “Who Skinned the Nigger?” which McKnight
used as the title of his published retelling of this story later in the century.405
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The most critical problem anatomists faced was a shortage of bodies, and as in the
case of McKnight, they would go to great lengths—even engaging in criminal activity—
to secure “subjects”. However, this problem became more acute as the 19th century
progressed. As demand for bodies grew, body snatching risked both extra-legal and legal
punishment. The almshouse’s vault threatened to end the Philadelphia medical
community’s primary supply of bodies. The solution physicians sought was legislative.
The Pennsylvania Legislature debated a bill in 1863, the year following the building of
the vault, called “An Act to Facilitate Anatomical Researches.”406 Public institutions (the
almshouse first and foremost) would be allowed, not compelled, to send bodies “required
to be buried at the public expense” at the request of anatomists, provided they were not
claimed within twenty-four hours.407 “Unclaimed” bodies, those the state would have to
pay for burial if the individual or their family and friends could not pay, could be legally
dissected. Punishment for violating the act was a hundred dollar fine that went to poor
relief.408 In other words, long-standing practice in the almshouse—the appropriation of its
dead for dissection—was being debated by legislators.
Transcripts of the debates provide a detailed look into arguments presented by
both sides. In them one can see the same ideas and arguments that circulated in the
almshouse. The classist nature of the law was well understood by the opposition: “I deny
that we have any right to treat the poor with this sort of inhumanity.”409 A Mr. Brown
rejected the distinction between claimed and unclaimed bodies, citing the universal belief
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in care for the dead.410 He mockingly quoted the English poet Thomas Noel: “Rattle his
bones over the stones! He is only a pauper whom nobody owns!”411 The debate rapidly
became heated shortly after the first supporter spoke, prompting a sudden retort from an
anti-legislation speaker: “I have the sympathies of the human heart, which I am very
sorry that he does not possess.”412 Supporters did not dispute the class nature of the
legislation. Instead they framed the issue narrowly as a matter of medical benefits: “a
benefit far outweighing any false sentimentality that may be called forth by gentlemen
who have spoken in opposition to this bill.”413
Pro-legislation speakers insisted on “judgment” over “sentiment”, to think of the
benefits for the living rather than care for the dead (or more specifically, of dead
paupers): “we owe a higher duty to the living than the dead.”414 Later, a supporter pointed
out that, “If they, or either of those gentlemen, should receive a gunshot wound,
sentiment would go a very little way toward relieving him of his pain.”415 One example
provided by supporters was lackluster surgical treatment of soldiers due to a lack of
experience with cadavers.416 Another was that surgeons would be sued for malpractice
for the same reason.417 It was also said that the bill would end body snatching, to which
anatomists were “compelled to resort” in lieu of legislation.418 However, the need for
bodies, and the medical benefits of dissection, did not change the cultural meaning of
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dissection as punishment, a punishment anatomists were attempting to reserve for one
class of people.
Ideas regarding care for the dead were also in debate. The opposition and
supporters expressed polar opposite ideas about the disposition of their bodies after death:
the former wanted a “decent Christian burial,” while the latter professed a desire to
contribute their body to science after death, despite the fact that physicians rarely did so
at that time.419 Mr. Brown asked rhetorically, “Is not the inanimate clay worthless when
the divine spirit has fled...Is not the affection of friends for this worthless clay an
unreasoning thing?” before noting the ubiquitous practice of care for the dead.420 Mr.
Vincent, a pro-legislation speaker, said “when it has pleased the Almighty to cut off our
pilgrimage on earth, it is a matter of minor consequence what becomes of the poor shell
that once contained an immortal soul...it matters but little whether our bodies...are
devoured by wild beasts...or whether they contribute some benefit to those who survive
us.”421 When Mr. Shannon noted that “burial is a Christian duty,” Mr. Trimmer
responded, “Is it not a Christian duty to take care of them also while they are sick?”422
Given the materialist arguments about dead bodies that were made by supporters
of the legislation, and the large cultural gulf this position represented, the culture of
anatomists was suspect: “they have not the same feelings entertained by us who never
enter their dissecting rooms.”423 Supporters of the legislation essentially argued that
anatomists with “no feeling with regard to the living or the dead” were the exception, not
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the rule, and most treated the dead with “feeling” in their dissection.424 Mr. Shannon
related that “The people of this commonwealth have not petitioned for the passage of
such a bill; and I believe if their voice could be heard here to-day, that, with the exception
of the surgeons and physicians and their students, almost the entire state, men and
women, would rise up in denunciation of this measure.”425
The bill failed to pass due to lack of support. The College of Physicians of
Philadelphia, the oldest medical society in the country (founded in 1787), then took up
the cause.426 William S. Forbes, a member of the College and Demonstrator of Anatomy
at Jefferson Medical College, wrote the next iteration of the law in 1867, known as the
Armstrong Act, nicknamed the “Ghastly Act,” and officially called an act “For the
Promotion of Medical Science, and to Prevent the Traffic in Human Bodies.”427 Note the
change in language; body snatching had equal billing with the advancement of science.
The new bill’s contents were broadly similar to the 1863 bill. After it initially failed to
pass, the College enlisted the help of Wilmer Worthington, Senator and doctor, to push
for reconsideration of the bill—which was again rebuffed—but his efforts helped enable
a College committee of William S. Forbes, Dr. Henry Hartshorne (Samuel D. Gross was
unavailable), and Dr. D Hayes Agnew to go before the legislature to defend the bill.428
Similar arguments were made as in 1863, yet this time the bill was approved.
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Why did the same arguments work in 1867 when they failed to persuade in 1863,
and before the College made its case before the legislature? Clearly many legislators
shared widespread beliefs regarding care for the dead, and thought that denying paupers
this right was unjust. However, most also accepted that anatomists required bodies to
advance medical science and treatment. Faced with this dilemma, legislators were
pressured by the increasingly influential Philadelphia medical community, its political
savvy built over “decades of public health work, often in response to epidemics,” such as
the efforts of Senator Worthington.429 Another factor that led to the bill’s success was a
significant concession: it was limited in geographic scope to Philadelphia and Allegheny
County.430 Philadelphia, dense with medical schools, would be able to obtain the city’s
“unclaimed” dead, chiefly from the almshouse, but also the dead of other public
institutions, such as criminal bodies.431 Sappol pointed out that this strategy was used in
other cities to avoid the opposition of rural legislators.432 After the passage of the law, an
association composed of medical men was formed to handle the distribution of
cadavers.433
The policy that became law in 1867, the requisition of socially marginalized
bodies for dissection, originated in the precedent William Shippen Jr. established in the
18th century. At that time, by implicit agreement of social elites—and with resistance
from victimized groups—Shippen took bodies from the potter’s field. In the 19th century,
through its hospital and the patient care physicians provided there, the almshouse became
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a locus of medical education, and bodies for dissection. Chronic body snatching plagued
the institution, facilitated by secret and public agreements (using the misleading
“unclaimed” designation), and a product of classist ideas and anatomists’
delegitimization of inmates’ claim to proper burial. After decades of exploitation, the
almshouse administration built a vault to house the institution’s deceased before burial to
render their corpses useless for dissection. The Philadelphia medical community
responded by trying to make the legal system work in their favor, and after fits and starts
were able to secure the passage of the Anatomy Act of 1867 that legally consigned the
poor, and others that died in public institutions, to dissection. The legal liability
anatomists faced in the procurement of dissection “material” was removed by directing
violations of beliefs and practices of care for the dead toward socially marginalized
groups.
The law had a key problem: it was, as Guerrasio noted, “permissive, not
mandatory” for authorities to give bodies for dissection.434 It lacked an enforcement
mechanism. As Forbes put it, “For some years the number of bodies thus obtained was
sufficient.”435 However, without enough bodies for medical education, body snatching
persisted, that is, until a scandal in Philadelphia in 1882. The crime, the theft of bodies
from an African American cemetery for Jefferson Medical College, discovered by
muckraking journalists from The Philadelphia Press, created a firestorm in Philadelphia.
Black Philadelphians protested the plunder of their dead, as they had for over a century.
The resurrectionists and the Demonstrator of Anatomy of Jefferson were indicted.
However, while this scandal and ensuing trials captured the city’s imagination, it
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overshadowed the legal changes it catalyzed. Anatomists argued that revised legislation
would end body snatching. In actuality it legitimated the practice, allowing anatomists to
take by legal means bodies that were previously taken by force.
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Chapter 5

“Jefferson’s Resurrection Keys”: Body Snatching on Trial
Louis N. Megargee, City Editor of The Philadelphia Press, knew he had a big
scoop: the newspaper’s reporters discovered a body snatching ring. Resurrectionists were
stealing bodies from Lebanon Cemetery—an African American burial ground—and
selling them to Jefferson Medical College for dissection. Not content to just report the
story, The Press became an integral part of it. On the night of December 4th, 1882, three
men were arrested at gunpoint transporting six bodies to Jefferson. Five reporters from
The Press and a Pinkerton detective detained Frank McNamee, Theodore (“Dutch”)
Pillet, and Levi Chew.436 McNamee was a local politician, janitor of a school, mail
carrier, and—most relevant to body snatching—an expressman, a deliverer of cargo.437
Pillet was McNamee’s assistant. Levi Chew, who worked for a local undertaker, was the
brother of Robert Chew, the cemetery’s Superintendent, who was subsequently
arrested.438 Both were Black, and the other perpetrators were white. All were held and
questioned at the local Pinkerton Detective Agency. Crucially, keys to Jefferson’s
dissection room were discovered on McNamee, which implicated the college.
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Figure 12. Chapel of Lebanon Cemetery.439

In the next day’s edition of The Press, the newspapermen’s exploits were
reconstructed in great detail, covering the entirety of the front page and the majority of
the second. The Press was confident this story would hold readers’ attention, not just
because of the story itself, but how it was framed. Sensationalism is a matter of rhetoric,
“tone, and degree.”440 The Press’ story was sensational in terms of its exaggeration (e.g.
“LEBANON CEMETERY ALMOST EMPTY”), alarming adjectives (e.g. “ghastly,”
“horrible”), alliteration (e.g. “Subjects for the Scalpel”), among other devices.441 An
image on the front page of the December 6th issue of The Press encapsulated the paper’s
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sensationalism and evidence against Jefferson, displaying the “resurrection” keys the
body snatchers used to access the college (figure 13).442

Figure 13. The actual keys are in the Thomas Jefferson University Archives and look
identical to the artist’s depiction.443

The Press wrung out every detail for effect, including dialogue: “Hold up your
hands. Quick, or I will blow a hole through you.”444 A New York newspaper depicted
visually what The Press represented textually (figure 14). The journalists and Pinkerton
presented a unified front, subduing the cowering body snatchers with overwhelming,
righteous force.
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Figure 14. The image’s caption read: PENNSYLVANIA.—BODY-SNATCHING IN
PHILADELPHIA—ARREST OF THE DEPREDATORS BY NEWSPAPER
REPORTERS.—FROM SKETCHES BY A CORRESPONDING ARTIST.445

This narrative was unquestioned by local and national papers, such as The
Philadelphia Inquirer and The New York Times. Later issues of The Press devoted space
to recounting the praise of other newspapers for their zeal in combating body
snatching.446 Many points of the story seemed like self-advertisement for The Press: “the
arrest, unprecedented in the history of newspaper enterprise, may hereafter confine
students’ scalpels to bodies given to science by the law.”447 The next day’s Philadelphia
Inquirer specifically singled out Megargee’s role in the exposé.448 In contrast, the Press’
coverage mostly emphasized the collective effort of the paper’s staff in the story. After
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the scandal Megargee became known as the individual who “ran down a band of grave
robbers.”449 The story would become as much about Megargee, the editor of The Press,
as the newspaper itself.
One key detail inaccurately reported in the initial story and subsequently was that
the bodies were buried and then disinterred, “dragged from their graves,” by the body
snatchers.450 In fact, according to McNamee’s later testimony, the bodies were left by the
sexton on the ground to be picked up. It is unclear if they were previously buried in a
funeral service, or as was sometimes the case, not buried at all. To the body snatchers,
what occurred was a routinized, economic transaction. For the Press, it was a gothic
horror tale: “The graves most recently dug were marked, and at these the work of
exhumation began...one half of the grave—the portion toward the head—was dug anew.
Then the head of the coffin was broken, a rope tied around the neck of the corpse and the
body pulled out by main force. It was quickly stripped of every article of clothing and
these cast in the grave, none of them ever being retained through a fear that its possession
by a living person might lead to detection. The dark, naked corpse was then thrown to
one side and the digging of the next grave proceeded with.”451 If the bodies had actually
been buried, this would have been an accurate description of the mechanics of body
snatching. However, the Press’ account of this incident better matched popular
representations of body snatching than its reality.
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The Press was also not the first to break the story of body trafficking from
Lebanon Cemetery, which had been occurring before the 1882 scandal. In 1880 a
newspaper printed an anonymous interview with a saloon keeper who admitted to
stealing bodies from Lebanon Cemetery, in coordination with the sexton (Robert Chew)
and his brother (Levi Chew).452 In the Press’ later exposé, two reporters posed as a
current and former student of Jefferson and spoke with John Mayer, the same saloon
keeper, who again admitted to stealing bodies from Lebanon cemetery: “They bury five
blacks a day there, sometimes, and nobody thinks anything of ‘em. Why should they?
They never were any good.”453 The Press also claimed that Mayer succeeded another
man who stole bodies from the cemetery for Jefferson twenty years prior.454 Searches of
Philadelphia newspapers did not indicate any stir in the community in response to this
earlier story, perhaps because it was referring to events in the past.455
An 1878 newspaper article about graveyard protections in Philadelphia cemeteries
noted that since “Nobody wants to steal the flesh and bones of poor people,” it only
focused on the precautions cemeteries that buried the wealthy.456 In other words, there
was concern for grave robbery—of valuable persons or goods—not medical body
snatching. Other public disclosures of body snatching in the second half of the 19th
century, such as those involving potter’s fields, had nowhere near the same impact as the
1882 case.457 The Press’ story, and its sensationalism, resonated with Philadelphians.
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Historian Alan C. Braddock pointed out that there was an advertisement in the Press in
December for a “a blackface minstrel show called “A Night in a Medical College”,”
satirizing recent events. More than a week later, it continued “to attract large houses.”458
The stealing of bodies from a Black cemetery for an all-white medical school has
clear racial implications.459 However, in the narrative the Press reported, race was
relegated to subtext. Readers were greeted with a sensationalized crime, a criminal
accusation against a powerful institution, and a heroic story of intrepid journalists
enforcing the law. The event was framed in a markedly different way by the Black
Philadelphia press. The first response of The Christian Recorder (the newspaper of the
A.M.E, or African Methodist Episcopal Church) was succinct: “It is to be hoped that the
law authorities will search the whole affair to its very depths and allow none who in any
way profited by the sacrilege to escape.”460 Shorn of sensationalism, their short message
advocated for the rule of law. What emerged later in December in the Recorder was a
message again urging justice, but also practical solutions and self-reflection: “Our State
authorities...should legislate in regard to this common want.”461 Instead of blaming the
body snatchers the newspaper turned inward: “Not a little of the responsibility rests upon
the colored people themselves, owing to the wretched condition in which they allow the
graves...to remain. When we as a class shall show the respect for our dead that others
show, such outrages will measurably cease.”462 Also in December, a sermon published in
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the Recorder pointed out the irony of anatomists using Black bodies as the standard of
human anatomy while at the same time believing in Black inferiority.463
While other scholars who have analyzed the reporting of this scandal note how it
focused on “the racial character of events,” its coverage was superficial: it did not tackle
the systemic racism Black Philadelphians faced.464 The Germantown Telegraph even
attempted to frame the body snatching at Lebanon as beneficial for the cemetery: “it
appeared that a number of bodies of colored persons had been taken from Lebanon
Cemetery from trenches or deep pits in which dozens of dead bodies were buried in
common, and which but for the regular relief would soon have been overflowing.”465
However, Guerrasio suggested that “shallow graves and pits were part of a plan instituted
to make light and fast the wholesale robbery of graves for the College.”466
Another story focusing on a cemetery in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania—spurred by
the Press’ activist journalism—showed more clearly what the Press omitted, even if it
was also sensational. On December 9th The Harrisburg Daily ran a story with the
headline, “GRAVES UNEARTHED IN A COLORED CEMETERY BY DOGS.”467 The
story painted a picture of a Black cemetery mismanaged and in disrepair, where dogs
feasted on shallowly buried corpses.468 The original story and follow-up stories noted the
lack of funding the cemetery received, the lack of funds individuals had to pay for proper
burials (resulting in improper burials), exclusion of Blacks from all-white cemeteries, and
how five years previously the cemetery incurred significant damage as a result of a white-
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led race riot.469 The sexton refused to work due to lack of pay.470 Some of these themes
also emerged in the Lebanon Cemetery case, but not as prominently. For example, there
was mention that Lebanon Cemetery’s Trustees lacked funding, and individuals struggled
to afford a proper burial, such as the cost of a coffin.
In 1876, the exclusion of Black Philadelphians from white cemeteries even
reached the state Supreme Court. Henry Jones, a former slave turned successful caterer,
wished to be buried in Mount Moriah Cemetery.471 Jones and his wife Margaret had
purchased a lot from a Mr. Boileau, as they previously had for Margaret Jones’ sister.472
After Jones died, his wife followed the same procedure to have him interred just like her
sister. However, this time the association rejected this arrangement, informing her only
fifteen minutes before the service; members of the association and lot-holders even
blocked the funeral procession at the cemetery’s gate.473 The association stated that “so
great is the opposition on the part of a large majority of our many thousand lot-holders to
the interment of colored persons...that, if we were to permit it, it would probably lead to
acts of violence and breaches of the peace, large numbers of the dead already interred
therin would be removed...the association would be financially ruined.”474 The
Pennsylvania Supreme Court was not convinced, deeming the association’s actions
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“arbitrary and unreasonable” and decided in favor of Jones.475 Fearing for the safety of
Jones’s grave, Margaret Jones had her husband buried in Lebanon Cemetery.476 However,
unlike Mount Moriah Cemetery, Lebanon Cemetery was plagued by body snatching. The
outrage of body snatching transcended race and class for the Press, yet body snatching
was deeply implicated in issues of economic inequality and discrimination that African
Americans faced.
To modern eyes, there are also conspicuous racial aspects to the Press’ narrative
of the crime, its investigation and what occurred. Megargee went directly to a magistrate
for a warrant, was deputized to execute it by a constable, and sought the assistance of a
Pinkerton—a private detective—in apprehending the body snatchers. Thomas H. Keels
observed that the Press’ actions illustrated “the relaxed attitude of Philadelphia police
toward this kind of crime, especially when African Americans were the victims.”477 Was
the Press bypassing the police because racist officers would not pursue the issue? While
that may have been true, the reality was more complicated. According to an 1873
Philadelphia law, employees of cemeteries were able to take an oath before a magistrate,
whereupon they would have the power to arrest violators of cemetery laws, and even to
transport them for prosecution.478 Of course, Megargee was a journalist, not an employee
of Lebanon Cemetery, so that does not fully explain why he was able to obtain the
warrant and deputization to carry it out. The Magistracy was established during the 1874
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Pennsylvania constitutional convention, and magistrates were elected for five years and
not required to be knowledgeable of the law.479 The magistracy, like the police, was
corrupt and politicized.480 In this context it is not necessarily surprising for a magistrate
to issue a warrant based solely on testimony, and for a journalist to be deputized despite
not being the employee of a cemetery.
The Detective Department of The Philadelphia Police formed in 1859, the force
itself only having been established in 1854.481 Detectives did not have the resources to
investigate such crimes: there were only 15 detectives in the 1890s, and enforcement was
“powered by individual complaints.”482 Since the superintendent of Lebanon Cemetery
was facilitating body snatching, it is not surprising that a complaint did not reach the
police. As for the Pinkerton, there appeared to be some fluidity in terms of the police and
detective agencies: Detective Henry Clay Mintzhouser left the detective force to form his
own detective agency in 1878.483 Turning to a Pinkerton to assist was not necessarily
unusual in this context. This is not to say that the relationship between the Black
community and the police had nothing to do with how The Press approached their
investigation. In 1881 the Mayor of Philadelphia appointed four Black officers to the
force, and “Several policemen quit…in protest.”484 Policemen who stayed on the force
also pushed back: one refused to ride in a van with a Black officer.485 However, the
Press’ approach—investigating and arresting suspects—likely had more to do with
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muckraking than race relations. Race may not have played a determinative role in the
way the Press approached their investigation, but their depiction of the crime and
subsequent events fundamentally misunderstood the nature of the Black Philadelphia
community’s organized, political response to the plunder of their dead.
The day after the arrest, the prisoners were herded into the magistrate’s office for
a hearing. The reaction of the community to the event, as represented by the Press’
reporting, was fraught, particularly in the Black community. The Press depicted the
crowd gathered around the magistrate’s office, primarily African Americans, as being on
the edge of committing retaliatory violence, displaying “razors and revolvers” and
“yelling like blood-thirsty beasts and seemingly bent on mischief.”486 One recent author
characterized this event as a riot.487 However, there was no report of actual violence as a
consequence of outrage against the crime, only a vague sense that violence was possible,
which was also a subtext in the Press’ other depictions of the Black community’s
response. This does not mean there were no elements of truth in the reporting—the
scandal certainly galvanized the Black community—but given the Press’ sensationalism,
it is difficult to take such assessments at face value. At the morgue the same day, Black
Philadelphians filed in to identify the six bodies: “Their exclamations were pathetic and
full of pathos at times.”488 In Lebanon Cemetery, graves were dug and opened to confirm
their contents; Black Philadelphians with loved ones buried in the cemetery went to see
for themselves if their graves were disturbed.489 After the hearing, which consisted
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primarily of Megargee’s testimony regarding the arrest, the “ghouls” were held by police,
their bail set at $5,000.490 None made bail.
In 1881 a meeting of Black Philadelphians had been held at Liberty Hall to praise
Philadelphia Mayor King for appointing four Blacks to the Philadelphia police.491 The
choice of Liberty Hall was significant. The building appeared to have been established in
1867, by and for African Americans.492 It was in the same building that the next major
event following the body snatching scandal occurred: an “indignation meeting” of Black
Philadelphians. Indignation meetings have a history going back to the founding of the
United States.493 Indignation in the mid-19th century referred to a combination of
righteous anger and sympathy, a moral judgment in pursuance of justice.494 The
phenomenon was associated with democratic citizenship: “Held throughout the nation,
indignation meetings allowed outraged citizens to express their politically relevant
emotions and to influence public officials.”495 In 1882 alone The Christian Recorder
reported four indignation meetings, two in Philadelphia itself, one of which concerned the
treatment of African Americans in southern railroads.496 The meeting to commend Mayor
King was similar to an indignation meeting in the sense that it was a mass gathering with
formal resolutions, except it offered praise, not condemnation.497 On August 29th, 1881 a
meeting was held at Liberty Hall—likely building on the momentum of the appointment
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of four Black officers—to recommend an African American for City Commissioner,
again by way of formal resolution.498 In another meeting unreported in The Christian
Recorder, on December 5, 1882 African Americans held an indignation meeting (not in
Liberty Hall) where, “There was a considerable number present,” and resolved that a
committee would visit Lebanon Cemetery to determine the number of bodies stolen.499
But it was the meeting held on December 7th at Liberty Hall that is best remembered.500
It was a large gathering, over 600 by one account.501 The language used in the
meeting reflected the discourse of democratic citizenship: “We, citizens of Philadelphia,
feeling the great outrage that has been perpetrated against us,” and, “Let this great trouble
teach us to think more of our rights and duties as citizens.”502 The speakers
overwhelmingly advocated for the rule of law over violence, although tension was also
evident in the verbal outbursts of some in the audience.503 The meeting had two
resolutions: praising the work of The Press and condemning the actions of the body
snatchers. What this suggests is that African Americans—utilizing the language of
indignation—publicly organized for the rectification of the crimes The Press uncovered.
Black Philadelphians were not simply victims or possible aggressors as newspapers
depicted, but active agents in political discourse.
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It is difficult to reconcile the different newspaper accounts of what happened later
in the same meeting. Interestingly, The Press’ reporting had the least sensationalism
compared to others. When one of the Trustees of Lebanon Cemetery spoke—then the
subject of much consternation given that body snatching occurred on their watch—it was
noted that the audience was “excited,” as many papers put it. However, other papers, with
the exception of the Inquirer, noted that “razors and revolvers came from scores of
pockets,” suggesting the threat of violence.504 This language was identical to the
description of the crowd in the magistrate’s hearing on the 6th. Again, no violence
actually occurred. It was as if the threat of Black violence was more relevant than the
peaceful, if fraught, indignation expressed in the meeting.
The body snatchers appeared before a grand jury on December 13th, which
featured McNamee’s explosive testimony. He confessed and claimed that he and William
S. Forbes, Demonstrator of Anatomy at Jefferson, had an explicit arrangement to steal
bodies from Lebanon Cemetery.505 Part of Forbes’ job, like all other Demonstrators of
Anatomy, was to acquire bodies for dissection for Jefferson students. A trial was held for
the body snatchers two days later; no lawyers were willing to represent them.506 Charged
with violation of sepulchre, McNamee and Pillet pled guilty, and the Chews pled not
guilty.507 Robert and Levi Chew were quickly convicted.508 A hearing was then held for
Forbes, who was arrested earlier that day.509 Forbes made bail.510 Then something
unexpected happened: Forbes’ father-in-law died, and the judge granted a postponement
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of the trial.511 Clearly, Forbes was given a degree of flexibility by virtue of his social
standing, since he was considered “one of the most skilled anatomists and surgeons of his
time.”512
During this interval there was movement on a revised anatomy law, spurred by
William J. McKnight, physician, Senator (beginning in 1880), graduate of Jefferson, and
convicted body snatcher whose early history was explored in the previous chapter.513
McKnight convinced William H. Pancoast (Forbes’ superior, Professor of Anatomy at
Jefferson) to reach out to the Philadelphia Anatomical Association to draft a new
anatomy law, which would be introduced by Senator Joseph E. Reyburn.514 Just as in
1867, the path to legislative change was paved by the medical community’s political
connections. Formally called “The Act For the promotion of medical science by the
distribution and use of unclaimed human bodies for scientific purposes through a board
created for that purpose and to prevent unauthorized uses and traffic in human bodies,”
the law’s revisions were significant.515 In the 1867 law, unclaimed bodies from public
institutions were allowed to be given to anatomists upon request. In his own history of the
anatomy acts, Forbes blamed the coroner as the cause of the lack of bodies, claiming that
he kept them for his own private anatomy school.516 Forbes noted that he attended a
meeting of the Association in late December, and over the objections of the coroner, had
the draft law’s language changed to make the delivery of corpses from public institutions
(almshouses, prisons, and hospitals) to medical schools mandatory.517 The other key
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provision was that the law would apply to the entirety of Pennsylvania, not just
Philadelphia and Allegheny County, greatly expanding its scope. In addition, the new act
formalized the creation of a board, composed of physicians, to manage the distribution of
bodies to medical schools.
The effect of the revised provisions was to enforce and expand what the 1867 law
sanctioned: the legal appropriation of individuals that died in public institutions,
primarily almshouses. The debate in the Pennsylvania legislature was similar to 1863 and
1867.518 McKnight addressed the criticism of the legislation being classist directly,
arguing that the medical knowledge that came from dissection would be beneficial to
laborers, that “during the 25 years of his own medical practice, he had never been
fortunate enough to set a rich man's leg.”519 The act was largely similar to the previous
one, although its revisions significantly widened its impact, but the scandal provided fuel
for an anatomist's argument that the law would end body snatching. It passed in the
legislature, but was not signed into law until after Forbes’ trial.
In the Philadelphia medical community’s response to the Forbes affair, “[It] was
clear that there were few in the medical community who believed a sin had been
committed.”520 This was not surprising, as Forbes was in a situation that fellow
Demonstrators of Anatomy, students, and physicians sympathized with. It was the same
predicament William Shippen Jr. faced when he opened the first private school of
anatomy in the colonies: eager students and not enough bodies. Similar to Shippen,
students paid Forbes directly for his instruction; his professional reputation and income
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were predicated on being able to furnish enough bodies for dissection. David Hayes
Agnew, Demonstrator of Anatomy at the University of Pennsylvania at the time and
expert witness in Forbes’ trial, was “known to have personally made late-night forays
into Potter’s Fields to acquire recently deceased subjects for dissection.”521 Samuel D.
Gross, the famous surgeon immortalized in Thomas Eakins’ painting The Gross Clinic
(just as Agnew was in a later Eakins work), Chair of Surgery at Jefferson during the trial,
was said to have attempted to steal the body of a suicide as a young man in Pennsylvania,
but abandoned the effort to avoid getting caught.522 Forbes’ dilemma was common, but
such a high-profile trial less so.
In reaction to the scandal “students at JMC offered enthusiastic support for
Forbes, but probably did little to ease the racial tensions suffusing the case.”523
Misbehaving medical students were not a new phenomenon, as in the case of the
Philadelphia Almshouse. The day the story broke Jefferson students “came out of lectures
and got wind of a proposed indignation meeting of colored people. ‘Are we to be
mobbed?’ inquired one in the crowd. ‘I don’t know,’ answered the student addressed,
‘but I shouldn’t mind if we were. There are 600 of us, and I guess we might have some
fun. We might make a few fresh stiffs too.”524 Students also taunted a Press reporter who
attended a lecture by singing an altered version of the song John Brown’s Body Lies AMouldering in The Grave, which according to historian Braddock “in this context was an
obvious racist parody of the song’s traditional meaning as an abolitionist anthem”:
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“If a body meet a body
Comin’ thro’ the rye
If a body snatch a body
Need a nigger cry.”525
Forbes’ trial resumed on March 13th, 1883.526 Forbes was facing charges of
conspiracy to violate sepulchre and violation of sepulchre; he pled not guilty to all
charges.527 While other scholars have said Forbes was indicted for violating a law he
wrote, violation of sepulchre was actually a separate statute passed years before the 1867
anatomy act he authored.528 While Forbes was well aware of statutes relevant to his line
of work, the issue was of course not a lack of understanding of the law, but the
purposeful circumvention of it. According to Amy Werbel, the “jury’s decision amounted
to a choice between the damning testimony of a convict [McNamee] and the sworn
statements of an eminent physician.”529 That was how it was framed by the defense and
even the judge, who laid out McNamee’s allegations to the jury: “[Forbes’] employment
of McNamee to haul bodies from various places; a different fixed charge for hauling from
the Prison and the House of Correction and from the Cemetery and directing him to go
and see the colored man; giving him money to pay the colored man at the commencement
of the hauling; delivering to him the keys of the College; prescribing for him and Levi
Chew when they were sick; maintaining a relation more close than would usually exist
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between an employer and employee; receiving a large number of bodies of colored
people through McNamee, which were delivered at night.”530

Figure 15. Forbes standing center-left next to patient, 1890 or 1891.531

The judge made clear to the jury that if Forbes had no knowledge of the source of
bodies, he was to be judged not guilty.532 Thus, all Forbes had to do was deny the
testimony of a convicted felon. McNamee had previously been convicted for selling
stolen liquor when he was 16. In McNamee’s testimony, Forbes was directly involved in
arranging the body trafficking from Lebanon Cemetery. In Forbes’ testimony, he was
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completely unaware of the origin of the bodies McNamee transported to Jefferson.533
Forbes rejected McNamee’s testimony at every point. Some of his explanations were
persuasive, some less so. Forbes claimed that McNamee had keys to the dissection room
in Jefferson because he delivered legitimate bodies; this was true. Forbes claimed that he
did not receive bodies directly, that it was the job of his assistant, Dr. Hewson; Hewson
confirmed this.534 Bodies were brought in at night not because they were brought
illegitimately, but to avoid offending the sensibilities of everyday Philadelphians, as
expert witness Agnew explained.535 This makes sense, but it would also be a convenient
excuse when illegally transporting bodies.
However, it supposedly did not strike Forbes as odd that six bodies were brought
at once to Jefferson, despite the unlikelihood of six people dying at the same public
institution around the same time.536 Forbes also said he did not pay for the bodies, only
for the hauling, and that he paid different amounts based on distance.537 But why would
McNamee steal bodies only to be paid for hauling? The profit was too low for such great
risk, not just in disinterment (or picking up bodies), but transporting corpses to find a
buyer. As a 1963 medical journal put it, “it was the usual custom of the resurrectionists to
obtain the corpse first and then, after having hidden it in a safe place, to canvass the
anatomists or surgeons for sale of this merchandise. Manifestly, the risk of being
apprehended by the watchmen was much reduced by merely talking about a sale, rather
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than carting the actual body about the streets seeking a buyer.”538 It made even more
sense to make such arrangements before stealing bodies at all, especially if the sexton of
the cemetery was an accomplice. Furthermore, how could Forbes pay McNamee different
amounts based on distance without knowing where he traveled to? Forbes said he never
inquired as to the source of the bodies McNamee delivered, assuming they were from
legitimate sources. This strained credulity. The defense held that McNamee’s testimony
could not be trusted, yet the defense’s central claim was that Forbes trusted McNamee.
Forbes was acquitted.
The Press responded to the verdict with silence. However, a day after the verdict
the opinion section in the Press strongly rebuked The Times’ support of the verdict;
support was perceived as an attack on the Press’ journalistic practices.539 Again, the
Press tried to make the story about itself. There were no reported indignation meetings or
response after the verdict by The Christian Recorder. The four body snatchers were
sentenced soon after: McNamee for eight months, Pillet four months, Levi Chew
eighteen, and Robert Chew two years.540 In June the Governor signed the revised
anatomy act that made the distribution of bodies from public institutions to medical
schools mandatory, which applied to the whole of Pennsylvania.541 Newspapers were
notably silent on the new anatomy law, despite rapt coverage of the body snatchers’
exploits, and the trials that followed.542 The Anatomical Board of Pennsylvania, run by
medical men, was organized to manage the distribution of bodies.543 As Guerrasio
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memorably put it, “foxes were now in charge of the hen house.”544 Most bodies came
from the almshouse. In the Press’ initial exposé it was noted that “The unclaimed bodies
used in the medical colleges here [in Philadelphia] come mostly from the almshouse.”545
After the law’s passage, it was said that “the Almshouse authorities have not buried any
of the paupers who have died.”546 Other states followed Pennsylvania’s lead: “By 1913,
of states with medical schools, every state except Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee, and
North Carolina had passed a law permitting medical schools to appropriate the bodies of
the indigent poor for dissection.”547
Lebanon Cemetery was condemned in 1899 and closed in 1903 to make way for
the expansion of roads; bodies were reinterred in Eden Cemetery, which still exists today,
the oldest Black-owned cemetery in the country.548 What was Lebanon Cemetery is now
a bus stop.549 Also in 1903, Frank McNamee died.550 An article in The Philadelphia
Inquirer noted that McNamee was apparently murdered (trauma to the head), and
suspected it was African Americans upset over his role in the Lebanon Cemetery affair.
The article was riddled with inaccuracies, most notably rejecting the reality of an
organized, democratically expressed opposition by the Black Philadelphia community.551
The overriding message of the story was McNamee’s fear of Black revenge. In 2018 a
historical marker for McKnight, who played a crucial role in the passage of the 1883 law,
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was erected and reads “A physician turned senator, he coauthored [sic] an act in 1883 that
established a board to oversee the distribution of unclaimed bodies to medical schools for
anatomical study. In effect, it made grave robbery illegal and promoted the advancement
of medical science.”552 Forbes was embraced and honored by the medical community
after his trial; some even sent money to cover his legal expenses.553 In 1886 Forbes was
promoted, becoming Professor of Anatomy at Jefferson.554 Upon his death in 1905,
Forbes chose to be cremated.
The work of The Press, whose reporting catalyzed these events, unquestionably
had value, exposing crimes against Black Philadelphians. However, its sensationalism
obscured not only the crime’s social and racial implications, but the subsequent wideranging legal changes that fundamentally altered the disposition of Philadelphia and
Pennsylvania’s dead. Guerrasio argued that “Poverty, class, ethnicity and race are
wrapped up in this story [of the 1883 anatomy act]; however, evidence points to
expediency and tradition as basic causes, not social control or punishment.”555 It is true
that expediency and tradition played a role in the use of marginal bodies for dissection.
However, that did not change the meaning of dissection: “The passage of anatomy acts
thus did not signify that Americans had come to regard dissection as a legitimate use of
the body after death. In practice, if not always in conception, the anatomy laws confined
dissections to a voiceless, widely-scorned segment of society.”556
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The cultural meaning of dissection, as legislative debates of the anatomical laws
demonstrated, was well understood by opponents and supporters of legislation, and was
hotly contested. The Christian Recorder—of the A.M.E church—proposed, in response
to the Lebanon Cemetery scandal, that the bodies of murderers and suicides be offered up
for dissection because they believed it represented posthumous punishment, regardless of
the nobleness of the cause they were used for.557 The 1883 law codified a practice that
had marked anatomical education since Shippen opened the first private anatomy school
in the colonies: directing violations of beliefs and practices of care for the dead toward
marginalized groups.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
The dead body has always been infused with meaning, its care or lack of care
representing, on one extreme, honor, and on the other, punishment or social death.
William Shippen Jr., Professor of Anatomy of the first medical school in the colonies,
established the parameters of anatomical education. He also established the use of social
outcasts as the primary subjects for dissection, an arrangement implicitly assented to by
Philadelphia elites. However, victimized groups, such as Black Philadelphians, through
force and democratic processes, took measures to defend the integrity of their dead from
body snatchers. When Washington Square ceased to be a burial place, the Philadelphia
Almshouse, where the poor were institutionalized, took its place. Through secret
agreements and public arrangements for so-called “unclaimed” bodies, body snatching
flourished in the institution, justified by classist ideas and anatomists’ denial of paupers’
claim to proper burial. Public backlash led the almshouse’s administration to attempt to
end the trafficking of bodies by building a vault to safekeep bodies before interment.
However, this led to legislation that legalized long-standing practice by allowing public
institutions to send the same bodies that would have previously been stolen by anatomists
to medical schools for dissection.
The law would not achieve its full force until an 1882 scandal prompted revisions
to the law. This scandal, the theft of bodies from Lebanon Cemetery for Jefferson
Medical College, was resisted by the Black Philadelphia community through indignation
meetings that called for justice and an end to the predation of Black cemeteries. The
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resurrectionists were speedily punished, but Demonstrator of Anatomy William S. Forbes
avoided justice. However, the sensationalistic newspaper coverage that gripped the city
overshadowed the scandal’s broader social and racial implications, and the far-reaching
legal changes it catalyzed. Anatomists argued that mandating the distribution of bodies of
the poor to medical schools in 1883 would end body snatching. In actuality, the law
transformed body snatching: it became legitimated, achieving the same outcome through
legal means. Disinterment was replaced by legal distribution, and the violation of
universal ideas of care for the dead was reserved only for socially marginalized groups.
In the decades after the law passed, as the work of The Anatomical Board of
Pennsylvania was established, this general pattern of exploitation remained but with some
unexpected developments. Of course, the 1883 law, unlike the 1867 law, applied to the
entirety of Pennsylvania. The nature of public institutions that produced dead bodies
changed. For example, “by the turn of the century almshouses were rapidly becoming
old-age homes.”558 In the early 20th century, most bodies still came from what was
formerly Blockley Almshouse, then the Philadelphia General Hospital, which had fully
transitioned to a hospital in 1919.559 In an analysis of the racial character of cadavers
distributed in Pennsylvania to medical schools, “black men and women went to
dissecting tables in numbers grossly disproportionate to their presence in the state’s
population.”560 The majority of bodies dissected, surprisingly, were not native
Pennsylvanians, but itinerant workers.561 This, Guerrasio suggested, was possibly due to
the difficulty of friends and family in claiming a body across states and paying the
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associated cost.562 Most were not simply the destitute, but laborers unable to afford burial
who died in public institutions.563
The use of unclaimed bodies as the primary source of cadavers in medical schools
persisted in the United States until scandals in the funeral industry in the 50s and 60s over
the cost of burial generated awareness of alternatives, such as body donation: “If fear of
disrespect had once prevented some from donating, fear of being victimized by
disreputable funeral practices made many reconsider.”564 In 1968, the Uniform
Anatomical Gift Act brought standardization to previously haphazard state body donation
programs.565 After this point, as sensibilities shifted and dissection became disassociated
with punishment and indigence, most bodies were voluntarily bequeathed to medical
schools.566 In Philadelphia, voluntary body donation began to fill the needs of anatomists
by the 1970s.567 While controversial, the use of unclaimed bodies for dissection persists
to this day, a product of the 19th century anatomy laws Pennsylvania pioneered. In a
survey conducted in 2019, 12% of medical schools in the United States reported that they
accepted unclaimed bodies.568 In 2016, New York State banned the practice without
consent.569 Body snatching was neither a medical aberration, nor socially neutral: the
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exploitation of marginal bodies after death in Philadelphia was inextricably connected to
the development of medicine in America, a legacy that lives on today.
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